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Abstract
This thesis investigates the application of computer graphics to the visualisation of
urban flooding scenarios. The demandfor urban flooding visualisations is presented in
the context of an EU wide climate change response strategy. An analysis of the
requirements from various stakeholders is presented and a strategy that addresses these
requirements is synthesised. A study on the appropriate computer graphics methods and
technologies is outlined and limitations of current technologies are assessed. Systems
that solve these limitations are described and the result of usability and user acceptance
testing are offered as evidence.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview
This thesis presents research on the best practice for developing urban flooding
visualisation technology, designed for users such as town planners and geologists. The
impetus for this work comes from the need for urban planning stakeholders to be able to
rapidly visualise various climate change scenarios. These scenarios can include
flooding, road traffic and dynamic elements such as weather. Such requirements have
emerged from a detailed stakeholder analysis phase, carried out over the course of this
study.
1.2 Background
It is widely accepted by the scientific community that major causes of potential urban
flooding are likely to be climate change and associated rising sea levels (IPCC, 2012).
The European Union (EU) is actively working for a global agreement to control climate
change and is taking-action to achieve substantial reductions in its own contribution
(EU, 2010). It is also taking action to mitigate potential effects by supporting initiatives
that aid planners. One coordinated EU effort is the IMCORE project (IMCORE, 2010),
which is concerned with creating adaptive strategies that could deal with some of the
consequences that climate change may bring.
The IMCORE project uses scenarios to create possible outcomes of urban flooding.
Instead of trying to ‘predict the future’, such scenario exercises are designed to educate
organisations to a wide range of possible futures (Zurek et al 2007). For example it has
been shown that scenarios and visualisations are popular approaches to address the
possible agricultural landscape changes due to climate change (Dockerty et al, 2005)
(Jude et al, 2007). This approach is also taken in this work, where the scenarios
considered are those of a major urban centre undergoing various flooding conditions.
These scenarios include best case, worst case, business as usual and the most likely
outcomes with regard to low level urban flooding.
The creation of such complex scenarios is an iterative and interactive process involving
large groups of stakeholders. The visualisation of putative scenarios needs to be
interactive, so as to aid the refinement of the scenarios, by allowing groups of users to
see the various dynamic effects within the virtual environment from various angles.

This interactivity is also key to allowing end users to gauge the impact of developed
scenarios within their urban centre. For example, such impacts could be the flooding of
a shopping district as water levels rise.
Problem Statement

Climate change simulation involves numerous disciplines such as simulation, planning,
GIS (Geographical Information Systems) and visualisation (Lange, 2000). Moreover,
the simulation of water requires multiple disciplines including erosion, hydrodynamics
and physics (Guillott, 2002). It is because of this complexity that visualisation is the
focus of this study, as opposed to simulation. Visualisation is the preferred tool for the
stakeholders as it is seen as an important communication tool for the planning,
governance and adaptation of differing strategies.
Currently the planning stakeholders relevant to this study do not have the expertise or
tools to create climate change visualisations and this work aims to address that problem.
In broad terms the process of visualising a typical climate change scenario requires
highly usable tools for:
1) The creation of 3D representations of the scenario environment in a computer
system.
2) Interactive visualisation of the 3D representation with aspects described in the
scenario, for example flooding.
Planners and geologists can now complete the above steps using systems developed
during the course of this study. The scenarios described in this work are of St Patrick’s
Street in Cork City’, the second largest city in the Republic of Ireland, under varying
flooding and weather conditions. The completed visualisation of these scenarios are
then fed back into the scenario development process, as shown in Figure 1.1, for further
refinement if necessary.

Cork City was selected for study by the IMCORE project stakeholders.
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Figure 1.1: Scenario development process.
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Limitations of Current Technology

There are a large number of tools available for the construction of 3D scenarios
(Kennelly P, 2003) and environments but these require extensive training and costly
licenses (ArcGIS 3D Analysis, 2010). The field of GIS offers the integration of
complex maps and other data to help create models but these techniques are only
loosely applied in this work as the scenarios are required to be interactive and GIS tools
lack this functionality. Video game technology enables interactive virtual environments
and the use of this technology is familiar to many users. This familiarization along with
the high level of interactivity provided by video game technology offers a potentially
powerful approach for the creation and visualisation of climate change scenarios. Ogre
was identified in this study, and is an example one such technology that enables the
visualisation of an urban environment with visually sophisticated water. Hence, the
software packages Ogre and Hydrax are extended in this work to visualise relevant
scenarios, while also providing an interactive experience to the end user.
The process of constructing a credible 3D representation of the urban environment is an
important step in the visualisation of these scenarios. The details required in the model
are typically streets and buildings with their correct facades and street furniture.
There are numerous 3D modelling tools available for creating these models. Google
Sketch-Up is one such tool that allows users to rapidly create 3D representations of
objects in a computer system. User analysis revealed that Sketch-Up is already in use by
many planners involved in the IMCORE project.
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It was decided to enhance this tool for use in creating the scenario representation.
Sketch-Up also provides the use of the Google 3D Warehouse, which contains
thousands of pre-modelled vehicles and street furniture.
Due to the sensitive nature of urban flooding, using photographs of the city in the final
visualisation is not feasible, but streets have to be recognisable. A plug-in for Google
Sketch-Up called City-Up was created that alleviated the need to display photographs.
This tool is created using the Ruby programming language and allows the user to
describe the buildings using a wizard to specify the floors, windows, doors and facade
style (shop, restaurant or pub). City-Up therefore allows for the rapid creation of
recognisable streets. Sketch-Up was also enhanced to allow the user to describe what
happens in the scenario over time, for example the flooding level, weather or light
traffic. Light traffic means the display of a small number of vehicles moving along a
pre-defmed route. The vehicles do not interact with each other and are just for
demonstration purposes to enhance the visualisation. The weather requirement consists
of the type of sky for example, overcast, sunny, dawn, dusk or night. A toolbar was also
created that easily allows the user to define the level of flooding, weather effects and
traffic routes. The Sketch-Up native file format was also enhanced to allow the saving
of this 3D representation along with the flooding levels to the one file. This allows for
the construction of multiple scenarios that can be easily distributed and modified. The
scenario visualisation does not require traffic simulation, but rather a demonstration of
how light traffic might be affected by flooding, as defined by the user. To this end,
Sketch-Up was further enhanced to allow the user draw traffic routes for pre-modelled
vehicles from the Google 3D Warehouse.
Another tool, denoted RainBath, was developed by extending the Ogre and Hydrax
code base. This tool is used to visualise the scenarios once the 3D representation has
been created in the modelling tool. The keyboard and mouse are then used to explore
the 3D scenario in real-time along with the differing flood levels. The scenario creation
tool and the visualisation tool had to be enhanced to allow inter process communication.
The scenario representation created in Sketch-Up needs to be sent to the video game
technology Ogre, to visualise the city under flooding conditions. This communication
was done using XML, an extensible W3C markup language used to describe data. The
3D representation is also converted into a format compatible with Ogre.
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This complex inter-process communication was embedded into a new Sketch-Up
toolbar to allow the seamless transition to the Ogre visualisation tool.
Ogre is used to visualise the flooding scenario and an important requirement is that it
performs on desktop computers and laptops. The Ogre video game technology uses
hardware accelerated graphics cards to produce the images on the screen. However, the
video cards in various computer configurations have differing capabilities. To enable
the visualisation of flooding water using these different graphics cards, two different
visual floodwater models are implemented. Powerful graphics cards in desktop gaming
computers display the primary type of water. The secondary type of water is designed
for lower specification machines such as laptops. The primary water allows different
flooding parameters to be defined, for exam.ple v/ater colour, wave height, foam type
and reflectance. The secondary water model represents a blue ocean that cannot be
customised.
Evaluation
The techniques and systems explored and developed during the course of this study
were evaluated empirically. A key requirement for stakeholders, who are generally not
IT specialists, is ease of use. The use of two distinct tools, Sketch-Up and Ogre, present
unique usability challenges for the user. The enhanced Sketch-Up interface was
iteratively developed using cognitive walkthroughs and shorts tasks. In order to further
evaluate the usability, a testing session with 20 users was completed. This included
short tasks using the question-suggestion protocol and finally a SUMI (Software
Usability Measurement Inventory) questionnaire was completed to ascertain the users’
satisfaction. To evaluate the collected task data, NPL (National Physics Library) metrics
are used which analyse task effectiveness, user efficiency and relative user efficiency.
The satisfaction questionnaire was evaluated using Item Consensual Analysis and
showed that RainBath had a high level of satisfaction. This high level of satisfaction,
iterative testing and continuous usability feedback resulted in the adoption of RainBath
on multiple projects (Gent, UCC, CIT, and NMCI). The remainder of this thesis is
organised as follows.
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Analysis
Chapter two will present a review of current literature on the different types of 3D
visualisation software.
Design
Chapter 3 will include a high level design of the solution and an overview of the tools
used notably Google Sketch-Up, Ogre and Kerkythea.
Implementation
•

Chapter 4 will present a method for outlining and creating the different elements
that need to be visualised in the scenario for example flooding and light traffic.

•

Chapter 5 will present a method for rapidly creating the 3D urban environment.

•

Chapter 6 will outline the different ways to visualise the 3D environment and
how the 3D environment is visualised in a computer system.

•

Chapter 7 will outline how the flooding is applied to the 3D environment, how it
is displayed and how it can be configured.

Evaluation
Chapter 8 evaluates this research using different testing methods. The software created
in this research (RainBath) goes through usability testing and the results are presented.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines example scenarios and the elements to be visualised, for example
flooding and light traffic conditions. This chapter also outlines how visualisations are
created and how they have been applied in other domains. The users targeted in this
project (geologists and climate change scientists) already use GIS tools and these tools
are reviewed first. The field of GIS is explained along with differing types of data and
how GIS scenarios can be visualised. However the GIS tools lack the 3D water
visualisation and so relevant 3D modelling tools are also reviewed.
A range of 3D modelling and video games technologies are reviewed for their
suitability for creating the scenarios. Video game technology is then further segmented
into content creation tools and content visualisation tools and these are then assessed for
their use in visualising scenarios.
The GIS, 3D modelling and video game tools are assessed by: 1) the effort required to
create the visualisation, 2) the elements in the scenario that can be visualised and 3) the
geographical size of the visualisation. The assessment of the technologies and tools
highlights three tools that can be enhanced for creating scenario visualisations.
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2.2 Scenarios and Visualisation Requirements
This section outlines a specific scenario required for this work, and the level of scenario
detail required in the visualisation. The exact requirements and quality of the
visualisation are then discussed. Scenarios are stories created by experts and other
stakeholders and are a popular approach (Shaw et al, 2009) for creating adaptation
strategies. An example of a scenario that needs to be visualised is outlined below.
''The protagonist is exploring Cork city at the pedestrian level. The time roughly 7am
and the weather is clear, no rain or wind and the sky is blue with no clouds. The
character starts off at the top of St Patrick’s Street, the Daunt square end. The
character travels from the top of St Patrick’s Street to the end of St Patrick’s Street just
before St Patrick’s bridge. The Player can see the familiar architecture of the buildings
Virgin, Debenhams, Eason, HMV, the new Dunnes Stores and the sail shaped
streetlights, the new footpaths and road marking from the NDP Cork City renovation.
The character can see public transport. Bus Eireann style busses and unmarked taxis.
General cars are also seen on the roads with unmarked delivery vans parked in the
delivery side of St Patrick’s Street. As the character walks over the bridge the river Lee
begins to flood and water level rises higher and higher until it breaks over walls and
floods the end of St Patrick's Bridge^'
The above scenario was analyzed and the most important features are the weather,
flooding level, urban environment and light traffic conditions and these are outlined
below.
•

The sky: time of day and cloud cover.

•

The flooding level: the level of water in the city and its visual appearance.

•

The urban environment: the buildings on St Patrick’s Street, street furniture and
St Patrick’s Bridge. There are over 500 buildings in total.

•

Light traffic: cars and vans and other vehicles described in the scenario.

•

A time dimension: the character’s position in the city changes over time.

•

The users also need to generate high quality still images for use in reports and
the web.
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The required area to be visualised is St Patrick’s Street, Oliver Plunkett Street, Daunt
Square, St Patrick’s Bridge and St Patrick’s Hill as outlined in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Scenario geographical area, green area required in visualisation.
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2.3 The Level of Detail in the Visualisation
At present the planners and geologists in IMCORE can create simple visualisations
using maps and images (see Figure 2.2), but require more advanced methods (Cox and
James, 2009) (Brown et al, 2005). With the advent of new software, scenario developers
are beginning to create simple 3D visualisations (DPI VCCAP, 2008) (Lawrence,
2004). The above elements (urban architecture, flooding and light traffic) can be
visualised using varying techniques and technologies. The aesthetic quality of
visualisations that can be created with GIS, 3D modelling and video game tools differs
greatly. The GIS tools can produce simple 2D maps and the Video Games can produce
immersive 3D visualisations see Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Scenario visualisation examples.

Image 2 Isometric Image (LOD 0)
Image 1 Contour Map

Image 3 Interactive Visualisation (LOD 3)

Image 4 Photorealistic Rendering (LOD 4)
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In order to compare these differing technologies the CityGML standard is used.
CityGML is a common information model for the representation of sets of urban 3D
objects. In this case, a 3D object is a model of a real world object in a computer system.
The CityGML model outlines five levels of detail (LOD) that can be represented in any
visualisation. Figure 2.2 gives an example of some LOD.
•

LOD 0: Regional landscape, lowest detail, and no roof or form structure.

•

LOD 1: City region, low detail, 5-meter accuracy, objects represented as
generalized features and flat roof structures.

•

LOD 2; City districts and projects, middle detail, 2-meter accuracy and objects
are generalized features. The roof type, orientation and city furniture are block
objects.

•

LOD 3: Architectural model (outside), 0.5-meter accuracy, objects represented
as real features, buildings require exterior effects and city furniture should be
accurate.

•

LOD 4: Interior architectural, detail of buildings and structures.

Level of detail 3 is required in this work, as the planners and geologists already create
LOD 0 through to LOD 2 using a range of GIS visualisation tools. The following tools
GIS, 3D Modelling / Animation and Video Game technology are assessed for their
usefulness in creating the visualisation.
Water in Visualisations
The LOD for the urban environment has been outlined but another important
requirement is flooding. Flooding does not need to the simulated, so a suitable visual
model can be used that accurately represents the flooding. Flooding in scenarios can
differ depending on the geographical area, for example urban floodwater is dark brown
with mud and debris and seawater contains waves and foam. There are varying visual
water models that can be used, and are described using a similar LOD categorization
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Visual water types.
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The planners and geologists can already create visualisations with LOD 0 and LOD 1
flooding but require more advanced visual models. The flooding LOD categories are
outlined below.
•

LOD 0: Water on a 2D geographical area with limited colour and transparency.

•

LOD 1: Water on a 3D geographical area with a wider range of water and
transparency colours.

•

LOD 2: Specify the water level, colour and area. However this is limited to
small areas such as ponds.

•

LOD 3: Water can be specified with more detail such as wave height, wave
frequency, water level, colour, foam and reflection.
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The water LOD 3 is combined with the scenario representation LOD 3 to provide a
visually realistic scenario. The visualisation quality has been outlined and the following
technologies GIS, 3D Modelling and Video games are assessed using the LOD
standard.
2,4 GIS and visualisation
The geographical area of the scenario has been outlined (St Patrick’s Street) along with
the required level of detail (outdoor architecture and 3D flooding). Common GIS tools
were assessed for their use in creating the LOD 3 visualisations. A geographic
information system (GIS) system is used to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage,
and present all types of geospatially-referenced data. This work is only concerned with
the visualisation and manipulation of geospatial data. Geographical data is information
associated with a specific geographical location and can take many forms, from simple
shapes to complex symbols or records in a database. The geologists in this project use
numerous GIS tools daily, one such tool is ArcGIS by ESRI (ArcGIS ESRl, 2010).
ArcGIS provides 2D and 3D visualisations (DPI VCCAP, 2008) (Lawrence, 2004).
ArcScene (ArcScene, ESRI 2010) provides functionality for the development of
complex 3D flooding visualisations but does not support full LOD 3 (architectural
models). There are a range of similar GIS tools namely (QGIS, 2010), (Manifold,
2010), (K2vi, 2010) and (GRASS, 2010) but do not support LOD 3 buildings or
flooding.
Other popular GIS tools offer advanced 3D visualisation features and fully support
LOD 3 for example (Google Earth, 2010), (BioSphere 3D, 2010), (ESRI Atlas, 2010)
and (NASA WorldWind, 2010), however these do not support flooding. As the GIS
tools cannot represent the required flooding they cannot be used to create the
visualisation. The GIS tools are used instead in this study to store and clean the
geospatial data.
The collection and storing of 3D geospatial data differs from that of a relational
database system, as data is not stored in Tables. Geospatial data is made up of a
collection of 3D points used to represent the object, and also images of the objects
surface. Popular data formats supported by ArcGIS, Google Earth and NASA

^0^

WorldWind and other tools are outlined below.

b
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•

COLLADA: Used to represent 3D objeets, also known as DAE.

•

DTM: Digital terrain model, used to represent terrain surfaees.

•

VRML: Virtual reality markup language, used to represent 3D objects over the
Internet.

•

Shape file: These represent 2D objects as a collection of shapes.

The geospatial data and the 3D object data of the scenario are stored using the
COLLADA format. Using the (COLLADA, DTM, VRML, and Shape) formats allow
for information interchange between the GIS and visualisation tools and is an important
functional requirement.
2.5 3D Modelling and Animation Tools
As outlined GIS tools are primarily used to collect and manipulate geospatial data.
Tools such 3D modelling / animation can be used to create short animations using
geospatial data. The animation functionality allows for the geospatial data to animate or
apply changing effects such as flooding. The 3D / animation tools have similar
functionality and are assessed in this section.
The level of detail created using these tools is LOD 3 and LOD 4. They are often used
to produce CGI for feature length films notably (The Day After Tomorrow Fox, 2004)
film, which displays catastrophic flooding. Although visualisations of catastrophic
flooding are not required there are numerous tools available for the creation of more
suitable content. Short animations can be made to represent the complex issues
described in urban flooding scenarios, however they are time consuming to create and
often require complex modelling software (Autodesk StudioMax, 2010), (Autodesk
Maya, 2010) or (Autodesk Softimage, 2010). The training and time involved makes
these tools impractical.
The 3D modelling tools can also be used to create the urban architecture required for the
visualisation. Blender (Blender, 2010) is one such open source tool used to create 3D
architecture and animations. Blender requires extensive training and would require
months of effort to create the model of St Patrick’s Street, as it does not provide facade
automation tools. Virtual Nature Studio (VNS, 2010) can create images of flooding
using GIS data and is used by geologists on this project; however it does not support the
detail of flooding required. Google Sketch-Up is a 3D modelling tool already used by
geologists and is reviewed in more detail.
22

Google Sketch-Up
Google Sketch-Up (Google Sketch-Up, 2010) is a 3D modelling tool for creating simple
sketches of 3D objects in a computer system. Sketch-Up can be used to ‘sketch’ basic
shapes and then ‘pull’ those shapes into 3D space, see Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Google Sketch-Up.
# O ft

Untitltd - SkwchUp

0®0 ® ^l«ct objects. Shift to exte.. Measurements

O O

Untitled - SketchUp

(5)

objects. Shift to exte... Measurements

Sketch-Up is used by planners and geologists on this project. Sketch-Up can create
simple to complex urban architecture from LOD 0 to LOD 4 and has been used on
previous visualisation projects (Smith G, Friendman J, 2004). Sketch-Up also imports
GIS Shape and COLLADA file formats, however it does not provide any flooding
functionality. The Sketch-Up modifications made during this project to rapidly create
flooding, buildings and other required functionality, will be described in subsequent
chapters.
Creating visualisations using 3D modelling tools can take weeks, as the LOD required
has to be constructed manually and hinders the scenario development process. However
if the LOD required by the scenario can be rapidly created, it would aid the scenario
process. Google Sketch-Up is modified to allow the rapid creation of urban architecture
and facades and is implemented in subsequent chapters. One of the requirements is that
high quality images be produced. Sketch-Up can export its 3D urban environment to a
tool called Kerkythea which generates high quality visual images of urban flooding
environments.
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Kerkythea
Kerkythea (Kerkythea, 2010) is a rendering tool, which imports the 3D representation
created from other software such as Sketch-Up and apply photorealistic lighting effects.
The rendering process produces photorealistic images and supports data from the
following tools: Blender, Sketch-Up and 3D StudioMax. Kerkythea is partly used in this
work to render some of the water visualisations. An example of water renderings are
shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Kerkythea.

3D modelling tools (Sketch-Up and Kerkythea) can only be used to generate the still
images required, however the planners and geologists also require more interactive
visualisations. The field of video game technology is reviewed for the interactive
visualisations.
2.6 Video Game Technology
This section assesses the numerous video game tools available for use in visualising
urban flooding scenarios. The tools mentioned above Blender, StudioMax and Maya
can be used to create the content for video games. Video games can display large
outdoor urban environments and can be explored in real-time by the player. Half-Life is
a video game and it uses the Quake 2 (id, 1998) game engine to provide the graphics
and player interaction. The use of water and changing weather are also used to add to
the player’s experience. One such game that provides this is (Half-Life 2 Valve, 2010).
The functionality provided by video game tools closely matches the scenario
visualisation requirements (large urban area, changing water and weather).
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Video games allow for complex engagement with the user and are suitably matched to
the process of continuous scenario development. There are also numerous, serious
gaming tools for the simulation and visualisation of water and vessels (Kongsberg
Polaris, 2010) but due to costs are outside the scope of this research. Video games are
heavily used in the training (Kongsberg Polaris, 2010) (Transass, 2010) (America's
Army, 2010), examples of these tools are in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Video game technology examples.

Kongsberg Polaris Simulator

Transass Ship Simulator

Valve Half-Life 2
America’s Army
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There are different types of content creation tools available depending on the type of
genre. Some games (Civilization 4 2kGames, 2010) are real-time strategy, which
provide large urban environments but lack support for rapid changes in the water level
or environment. The first person shooter genre (Half-Life 2) allows for a real-time
narrative, where the story is narrated by one character at a time and thus allows the
required scenario changes. In video games, first person refers to a graphical perspective
rendered from the viewpoint of the player character.
Modem computers can now display large 3D environments because they possess a
second processor called the GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). Any application that
wants to display a 3D world needs to send it to the GPU. The GPU translates this into
an image and is standard in most desktop machines and specializes in manipulating and
rendering images. Organizing the 3D environment for the GPU is an important feature
because it allows for large urban environments to be displayed.
2.7 Displaying Multiple Outdoor Areas
The area to be visualised is four large urban environments (St Patrick’s Street, St
Patrick’s Bridge, Daunt Square and Oliver Plunkett street). Outdoor areas in video
games are displayed using scene managers. Scene managers are data stmctures that
allow content in the GPU to be organised. Scene managers organise the data so it can be
quickly sorted, optimised and sent to the graphics card. There are many different types
but this research is interested in indoor and outdoor scene managers.
Indoor scene managers such as BSP, Octree and Portal are used for optimising indoor
environments, which are interior buildings or areas. The BSP (Binary Space Partition)
scene manager used by the Source and Quake engines was tested using sample streets.
The engines could not fully display the environments due to draw distance problems.
Outdoor scene managers are used to display large environments such as cities and rural
areas. Common outdoor Scene managers are progressive LOD and paging landscape.
The LOD and progressive managers can display the large urban areas necessary for
scenario development.
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The video games (Half-life 1 Valve, 2010), (Source Valve, 2010), (Quake3 id, 2010),
(Epic Unreal2, 2010) and (Second Life, 2010) were assessed using a test urban
environment. The test environment consisted of a template of St Patrick’s Street,
however none of the above games could reliably display such a large area. The above
tools are suitable for small outdoor and indoor urban environments only. Commercial
tools for example (UDK, 2010), (VegaPrime, 2010), (CryEngine, 2010), (NeoAxis,
2010) and (Quest 3D, 2010) support multiple urban environments but the cost of these
tools was prohibitive.
There are also numerous open source tools that can be used to display the multiple
urban environments (FlightGear, 2010), (Irrlicht, 2010) and (Andrew Gardner
Retribution, 2010) but these have no way of displaying the external GIS data and 3D
models created by the GIS tools. Ogre (Ogre, 2010) is one open source tool that be used
to display the multiple urban environments and LOD 3 flooding.
2.8 Ogre
Ogre is a scene-orientated, 3D rendering engine written in C++ and has been used to
produce commercial quality games (Deck 13 Ankn, 2006) and (Runic Games, 2010)
(Garshasp 2010). Figure 2.7 shows examples of Ogre envrionments.
Figure 2.7 Ogre examples.

Ogre Indoor Water

Ogre Outdoor Water
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Ogre provides the following important functionality:
•

Multiple Scene managers (Progressive LOD, Octree, Paging and generic), which
can handle large outdoor environments.

•

Support 2D images formats (JPEG, GIF, BMP and TGA) which are also
compatible with Google Sketch-Up.

•

Water that can be used for urban flooding using the Hydrax plugin.

•

Display Google Sketch-Up models after Mesh conversion using (OgreToMesh).

•

Lights.

•

Vector and matrix API that can be used for traffic and their routes.

•

Multi-platform GPU support for OpenGL and DirectX.

As outlined Ogre supports the visualisation of flooding and large urban environments
and works across multiple hardware configurations. However the water in Oge is static
and does not interact with the player. Ogre was enhanced in this work to display
flooding visualisations that interact with the player. The interaction element allows the
player to dynamically control the level and visual properties of the water in real-time.
2.10 Creating a Video Game Urban Environment
The video game tools were used to display the visualisation but the content, streets and
urban architecture need to be created. The required area in the visualisation contains
approximately 500 unique buildings excluding street furniture.
The urban content can be created using level editor tools and are specific to each game.
Level editors are similar to 3D modelling tools but lack animation, however they are
used to create player driven events in the 3D environment. Level editors are similar to
CAD software (both can be used for precise architecture) but are tied to a specific game.
This section assesses the use of level editors for their use in creating the 3D urban
environment and urban architecture such as buildings. Gaming tools use their own level
editor to create content for that game. For example The Source game uses Hammer as
its level editor. There are some generic tools that can be used to create content for a
variety of games such as (3D StudioMax, 2010), (Maya StudioMax, 2010), (Presagis
Creator, 2010) or (Chumbalumsoft Milkshape, 2010). Generic modelling tools lack
specific functionality for creating urban environments, such as the creation of building
facades and player driven events. Common level editors are in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Level editor tools.
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The following level editors were assessed (Valve Hammer, 2010), (Valve Worldcraft,
2010), (id GTKRadient, 2010), (Crytek CryEditor, 2010), (Gebhardt Irrlicht, 2010) and
(UDK UnrealEdit, 2010) and can be used to create individual facades but requires
licenses. The above tools are not suitable for creating large numbers of buildings, as
they do not provide building automation. Creating over 500 buildings manually would
require months of effort as each facades architecture, windows, doors, floors and style
need to be specified. However there are tools that can be used to construct entire cities,
one such tool is (CityEngine, 2010) which can construct pseudo cities using simple
input data.
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The layout of a city would match that of the required scenario; however the buildings
and streets would be unrecognizable. Applying the correct images to the buildings is
called texturing.
2.10 Texturing
Texturing is the process of applying digital images to 3D models in computer graphics
(N. Tatarchuk, 2008). This technique is used to represent detail on the surface of object.
There are common methods for texturing 3D models, automatic, semi-automatic and
manual. Automatic methods use photogrammetry to attach the photograph image of
buildings onto the 3D building model (Comelis et al, 2006). This entails capturing
images of the buildings, editing these images and then applying them to the buildings
surface. Semi-automatic methods apply stereo photographic images onto the buildings
(Kobayashi, 2007).
Semi-automatic uses vehicles with multiple cameras and GPS to capture the images
from multiple angles to create the 3D models. These images can then be used to
generate textures that are applied to the buildings. This method can be time consuming
and requires specific equipment. Texture synthesis is a method of algorithmically
creating digital images using smaller structure images (Efros et al, 2006). This is a
commonly used method in the video game industry (Valve, 2010). This method is ideal
for creating textures for fantasy scenarios and this is partly used in RainBath. Manual
texture generation consists of artists creating the textures and manually mapping these
to building facades.
The GPU has dedicated memory on the card that stores the textures and modell data.
However if the dedicated memory gets full it swaps out textures to the CPU memory
and is called texture swapping. The CPU memory is known as virtual memory from the
point of the GPU. The 10 speed of reading / writing the texture data is much slower on
the CPU memory. Handling the textures on the GPU efficiently and semi-automatic
texturing methods are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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2.11 Software Development Kits
The assessed level editors lack the functionality for creating rapid building facades but
some could be modified to include this functionality. Software developments kits
(SDK) are supplied by the game vendor and are collections of tools, documentation and
source code that allow the complete customization and creation of new software
features. The availability of game SDKs is popular in the video game industry, as it
increases the life of the game by allowing users create new environments and features.
It is important that the game and level editor both expose a SDK, as the level editor
would be enhanced for rapid building creation, and this additional information is
required by the game. The following games have SDK support but their level editors do
not: Half-life, Quake, Source, UDK and CryEngine. None of the level editors discussed
support SDKs. The 3D modelling tools Blender and Google Sketch-Up support SDK
functionality and could be enhanced to automate the construction of urban
environments.
2.12 Conclusion
This chapter introduced scenarios, which are possible urban flooding outcomes created
by stakeholders using expert knowledge. The scenario needs to be visualised using
participants feedback from the scenario development process. The visualisation consists
of the 3D representation of St Patrick’s Street, St Patrick’s Bridge, Daunt Square and
Oliver Plunkett Street in varying flooding levels and time of day under light traffic
conditions.
The level of detail in the urban architecture was outlined using the CityGML level of
detail (LOD) categorization. There are 4 levels, LOD 0; Regional or landscape, LOD 1:
City region, LOD 2: City Districts, LOD 3: architectural models (outside) and LOD 4:
architectural models (interior). The LOD 3 is required for the environment in this work.
The flooding was then outlined using a similar LOD categorization. There are four
water types. LOD 0: 2D water area and colour. LOD 1: 3D water area, colour and
transparency. LOD 2: water level, colour and surface and LOD 3: water customized by,
wave height, wave frequency, water level, colour, foam and reflectance. The LOD 3
water is required in this work.
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GIS tools were then assessed for creating the visualisation with LOD 3. However none
of the tools assessed provided the urban architectural detail or required flooding.
Common GIS formats were outlined for example COLLADA, DTM, VRML and Shape
file and are used in this work.
3D modelling and animation tools were then assessed for creating the 3D urban
environment. The tools (Autodesk StudioMax, 2010), (Autodesk Maya, 2010) and
(Autodesk Softimage, 2010) can be used to create the visualisation with the required
urban architecture and water LOD. The length of time required to create the 3D urban
environment using these tools makes them impractical. Google Sketch-up (Google
Sketch-Up, 2010) is already used by geologists in this work and can be used to create
the LOD 3 urban environment. Kerkythea (Kerkythea, 2010) is a rendering tool and can
generate photorealistic images of the 3D scenario environment, including low levels of
flooding. Kerkythea can import the 3D urban environment created in Sketch-Up.
Video games technology was then assessed and allows interactive visualisations to be
created. Video games can display large outdoor environments and flooding using the
first person gaming perspective. The first person interactive narrative allows the user
explore the city in real-time as it is flooding. Ogre was then outlined, which is a 3D
rendering engine that can be used to display the required urban environment, flooding,
changing sky and light traffic conditions. Ogre was chosen as the video game
technology to use in this research.
The level editors for creating the 3D urban environment (consisting of over 500
buildings) were then outlined. Manually creating each building in the scenario would
require months of manual effort. Level editors were assessed for their use in automating
the construction of the buildings. Generic level editors were assessed (3D StudioMax,
2010), (Maya StudioMax, 2010), (Presagis Creator, 2010) or (Chumbalumsoft
Milkshape, 2010) but do not have the required functionality. Level editors for the games
(Half-Life, Quake, UDK2, UDK, UnrealEngine and SecondLife) were assessed but did
not support building automation or allow the creation of custom modules.
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This chapter has outlined several technologies (GIS, 3D modelling, game design) that
can be used to create and display 3D urban flooding scenarios. Specific tools were
identified for enhancement (Google Sketch-Up and Ogre) and these enhancements are
outlined in subsequent chapters. The enhancements provide a complete solution to the
construction and display of 3D urban flooding scenario visualisations. GIS tools like
ArcGIS are used to clean existing data, for example elevation and terrain, for its use in
the construction of the 3D environment. Sketch-Up is a 3D modelling tool that is
enhanced to semi-automate the construction of the 3D urban environment, and other
scenario-elements like light traffic. The rendering tool Kerkythea is then used to read
the 3D environment from Sketch-Up and generate photorealistic images of flooding.
The gaming tool Ogre is also enhanced to read the 3D environment and interactively
display the urban flooding in real-time along with other scenario-elements. This allows
for dynamic water levels that are highly visual realistic to be specified by the user.
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Chapter 3 Design
3.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the design of the RainBath scenario visualisation system. It starts
by introducing the key elements of a scenario (flooding and light traffic) and explains
how they may be defined. The notion of triggers and events are also explained. Triggers
are constructs used to tell a story and allow for user interaction.
This chapter also outlines how the RainBath visualisation system is built around three
main tools. The tools are Google Sketch-Up a 3D modelling tool, Kerkythea a rendering
tool and Ogre a video games tool.
The design of the scenario-elements and how they are implemented in Sketch-Up is
outlined along with the data format and the inter-process communication for Ogre. The
triggers and user interaction in Ogre is also outlined.
The Ogre games library (Ogre, 2010) has been enhanced to visualise the scenario once
it is specified. The enhancements made to Ogre are
1. Render the 3D world and water elements.
2. Display scenario-events when appropriate.
3. Allow for players interaction.
A high-level design is then presented and will be implemented in subsequent chapters.
Kerkythea is used to produce high quality still images for use in reports. Kerkythea
simulates realistic lighting and shadows using the Sketch-Up city model and exports
these as images. However Kerkythea cannot produce scenario-events like flooding and
traffic.
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3.2 Designing Scenario Events
The key elements in the scenarios to be visualised are the city model, the water, the sky
and light traffic. Attributes of these scenario elements will change over time, for
example, the water level may gradually rise and a vehicle may start and stop moving.
Examples of different scenario events are outlined in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Scenario events.
Scenario Event 1
Display the current water level in Cork city and light traffic under current conditions.
Display a sunny clear sky and high level of light.
Scenario Event 2
Display the projected 2015 flooding levels in Cork city. Display the increased water
level (raised by 0.1 meter) and visual properties of the flooding water for example, mud.
Show how the increased water level might have an effect on light traffic. Show a varied
darker sky and light levels.
Scenario Event 3
Display the projected 2015 flooding levels in Cork city. Display the increased water
level (raised by 0.5 meter) and visual properties of the flooding water for example, mud
and increased waves. Show how the increased water level might have an effect on light
traffic. Show a dark cloudy sky and light levels. Show how the increased level of
flooding on St Patrick’s Street, would effect an ambulance route.
Scenario Event 4
Display the projected 2050 flooding levels in Cork city. Display the increased water
level (raised by 1 meter) and visual properties of the flooding water for example, mud,
increased waves and turbulence. Show how the increased water level might have an
effect on light traffic. Show a stormy sky and light levels. Show how the increased level
of flooding on St Patrick’s Street would affect an ambulance route.
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Each scenario element is defined by a set of attributes to give the required effect. The
sky appearance is achieved by choosing a background image of clouds and by setting
the level of ambient lighting in the scene. The water element is defined by setting the
initial water level, the rate at which the height increases when flooding starts and the
visual properties of the water. Each traffic element requires the type of vehicle to be
specified, the speed of the vehicle and the route it will travel along. A scenario-event is
defined as a scenario-element that changes over time for example the flooding level
changing over time.
The completed visualisation consists of a view of the model taken from a series of
locations as a player moves through the scene using the keyboard and the mouse. As the
player moves through the scene, changes may be triggered. A change to an attribute of a
scenario-element is referred to as a scenario-event. A scenario-event will generally
change the appearance of the scene if it is within the player’s line of sight.
A scenario is defined by the initial state of the scene and by a set of scenario-events. A
scenario-event is outlined in the scenario description given earlier. Triggers are used to
change the attributes of scenario-events, for example a trigger could be used to change
the water level. An example of a set of triggers changing the attributes of scenario
events is outlined below.
“The water rises when the protagonist is at the start of St Patrick’s Bridge, the
increased water level then causes the traffic to slow to a gradual stop ”.
The scenario-elements (water, sky, and vehicle) must each be associated with a Trigger.
The association of a scenario-element and a Trigger is a scenario-event. In the RainBath
system a Trigger is generally the position of the player. The RainBath scenario creation
system must allow the users define a scenario by defining scenario-elements. The user
then must define the Triggers and how they change the scenario-elements over time.
The interaction system uses cameras to control what scenario-events the user can see.
Cameras disable the users movement controls while a scenario-event is being shown.
The complete list of scene-elements that may change in response to triggers (scenarioevents) are described in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Changing scenario-elements in the visualisation.
Scenario-Element

Description

Sky

Represents the sky and uses a collection of images and light level.
The level of ambient light can be changed by a Trigger.

Light

These can be placed in the 3D scenario to provide further
atmospheric effects. A Trigger can toggle lights on and off.

Camera

Controls when scenario-events are displayed to the user. The
players movement controls, keyboard and mouse can be toggled
enabled or disabled.

Water

The level and appearance of flooding water in the visualisation. A
Trigger can change the visual appearance of the water and it’s
level.

Vehicle

Represents a vehicle that can move along a route in the
visualisation. A Trigger can start, stop or change the speed of a
vehicle.

Level editors (Value 3, 2010) are used in game engines to specify a sequence of events
and this concept is adapted for use in this work (Ch’ng E, 2008). Level editors use
Triggers which associate specific locations in the 3D environment with a specific event.
In RainBath the scenario creator may specify Triggers. When specifying Triggers the
user must specify a 3D area in the scene and describe the change that occurs to a
particular scenario-element.
In this work there are two types of Triggers, Triggers that only happen once and
Triggers that can be used multiple times. A Trigger-once outlines an area and starts a
scenario-event when entered by the player, however this event can only happen once. A
Trigger-once could be located on St Patrick’s bridge, when the player reaches this
location for the first time it causes the water level to change once.
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A Trigger-multiple is similar to Trigger-once, whenever the player reaches the outlined
location it causes a scenario-event to happen, however this scenario-event is initiated
each time the player enters that location. An example of a Trigger-multiple includes
traffic starting to move every time the player is on St Patrick’s Street.
Another complex scenario-element supported in the visualisation is the inclusion of
light traffic. Each traffic element consists of a vehicle travelling along a pre-defmed
path, similar to a train travelling along a track. These can be represented in the computer
system by using a Train (the vehicle model) and a series of Paths that make up the
route. The above scenario-elements Trains, Paths, Cameras and Triggers are used to
create and coordinate the scenario-events. The player’s viewpoint can be made to move
with a camera, while the camera is moving along a pre-defmed path. This allows the
user to see key scenario-events as they unfold.
The ability to define all the scenario-elements discussed above was added with the
Google Sketch-Up framework. The user sets the initials state of these scenarioelements. The user can then add Triggers at chosen locations within a scene. As a
Trigger is added the user is prompted to specify the associated scenario-element.
Diagram 3.4 displays all the class structure created to support this functionality
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Diagram 3.4: Class Diagram of scenario-elements.
The derived class attributes have been omitted.
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3.3 Google Sketch-Up enhancements
Sketch-Up is a 3D modelling tool and is enhanced using the Ruby and JavaScript
programming languages to provide building facade automation. It is also enhanced to
provide a 3D environment to allow the user define scenario-events. The key scenarioelements are defined by the user using new RainBath Sketch-Up toolbar. The scenarioevents are then applied to the 3D environment. The scenario-elements and the scenarioevents describe any changes that occur and are then be exported to XML so they can be
read, interpreted and displayed by the game engine Ogre. The XML format of the
scenario description is also outlined in subsequent chapters.
Google Sketch-Up is also enhanced to allow users to rapidly create building facades
with a graphical user interface. This rapid functionality named City-Up will allow the
specification of common urban facades such as skyscrapers, offices, churches, large
stores and small shops. The user can define the facade specification, numbers of floors,
windows, doors and themes using a graphical user interface. The implementation of
City-Up will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
The urban environment created in Sketch-Up will then be exported into a format that
Ogre can display. Sketch-Up is then modified to allow the saving of the scenario-events
and the 3D urban environment, into the native Sketch-Up format for efficient
distribution. The design of the Sketch-Up enhancements are outlined in Diagram 3.5.
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Diagram 3.5: RainBath Sketch-Up enhancements.

3.4 Displaying the Scenario Events in Ogre

Ogre is used as a rendering engine to display and allow the user interact with the 3D
scenario environment. Ogre can only display large environment models, and will be
modified to read the XML containing the scenario-events descriptions. As the player
moves through the world RainBath will constantly check to see if a Trigger or scenarioevent has been fired. The support of scenario-events in this way requires a significant
modification to Ogre and will be outlined in subsequent chapters.
Ogre is also modified to record what the user can see while they explore the
visualisation. The recording is saved as a sequence of images that the user can encode
into a movie format. Diagram 3.6 outlines the workflow of the RainBath system from
Sketch-Up to Ogre along with the inter-process communication.
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Diagram 3.6: RainBath Ogre enhancements.

The dynamic water in the visualisation is displayed using a plug-in for Ogre, called
Hydrax (Xavyiy et al, 2009) which provides highly realistic visual water. Hydrax is
modified to display custom flooding chosen by the user in Sketch-Up and is discussed
in subsequent chapters. Hydrax is also modified so that the level of the water can be
controlled using the keyboard in real-time.
3.5 The Enhanced Ogre Workflow
The Ogre rendering system in RainBath allows the user explore the 3D environment and
interact with the scenario-events. The user interaction is done through the keyboard and
mouse. The default scenario for the Ogre RainBath system is outlined below as a series
of interconnected processes.
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1. Ogre reads the required scenario file and creates all the necessary scenarioelements and scenario-events. It reads in the initial states for all elements such as
3D environment, sky, water and vehicles and stores the event descriptions.
2. Ogre then processes each route and vehicle.
3. The 3D environment is then displayed to the user.
4. Ogre processes the user interaction and scenario-events.
3.6 The Sketch-Up to RainBath Workflow
Sketch-Up functionality along with RainBath enhancements are accessed through a new
toolbar. The user’s happy path for creating a 3D urban environment and the scenarioevents are outlined below.
1. The user creates the 3D environment using the native Sketch-Up functionality
and creates the building facades using the RainBath City-Up tool.
a. The user then describes each individual building facade such as number
of floors, windows, doors and style.
2. The user defines the initial state of the scenario-elements such as water, sky,
lights or traffic.
3. The user then specifies the sequence of scenario-events using the enhanced
Trigger functionality.
a. The user defines Triggers that initiate the scenario-events such as
flooding water or lights etc.
4. The user then uses the new RainBath route tool to draw routes for vehicles to
create light traffic.
a. The user then defines the speed and vehicle type, for example
ambulance, car or bus.
5. The user saves the Sketch-Up environment including the scenario information
and gives it a name, description and date.
6. The user presses the new ‘play’ button on the RainBath tool bar and this
seamlessly launches the 3D environment and scenario events in the Ogre game
engine.
Each step in the happy path is a separate use-case in RainBath and is discussed in
subsequent chapters. Diagram 3.7 presents the entire RainBath Sketch-Up Ogre
visualisation system and where the user interacts with both systems.
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Diagram 3.7: Full RainBath Sketch-Up and Ogre system.
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter outlined the high level design of the RainBath system. Scenario-elements
were outlined that describe what the user can interact with and see in the visualisation.
The scenario-elements include sky, water and light traffic. Each scenario-element has its
own set of attributes that can be set, for example the waters initial starting level and
visual properties. The scenario-elements attributes can be changed over time to display
changes to the scenario and these changes are called scenario-events. Creating the
scenario-events requires coordinating the scenario-elements shown to the user at a
specific point in the visualised scenario. To display the changing scenario-elements
Triggers are used. Triggers are outlined in specific locations and when entered by the
player cause scenarios-elements attributes to change.
There are two different types of Triggers, those that modify scenario-elements once and
those that modify scenario-elements attributes multiple times.
Pre-defmed paths for vehicles can also be defined by using the scenario-elements train
(vehicle type) and route of travel. The user’s movement and the key scenario-elements
they see can be controlled using camera-events and allow them to see key scenarioevents as they unfold. The scenario-events created in Sketch-Up are then exported using
XML so they can be displayed by Ogre. Ogre was then enhanced to read the XML
containing the scenario-events and display them to the user interactively.
A new tool City-Up used within Sketch-Up was also outlined and is used to rapidly
construct facades for urban areas. The user inputs the required number of floors, doors,
windows and facade style. A new toolbar was then created in Sketch-Up that allows the
user create the most commonly used scenario events along with the City-Up
functionality.
The users happy path allows the scenario-elements and the scenario-events to be
defined in Sketch-Up. The happy path for Ogre that displays the scenario and events to
the user was also outlined, and then the full happy path from Sketch-Up to Ogre was
defined. The scenario-events as described in the happy path for Sketch-Up and Ogre are
implemented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Implementing the RainBath Sketch-Up
Functionality
4.1 Introduction
Google Sketch-Up is cross platform, supporting Windows and OS X operating systems.
It allows development of plug-ins using a subset of the Ruby programming language.
Sketch-Up has a well-documented API and a wide SDK support base. There is also
support for C++ development, but this is not cross platform. The scenario-event
functionality added to Sketch-Up was developed as a plug-in, named RainBath and was
implemented in Ruby.
The RainBath features in Sketch-Up are accessed through the addition of a new toolbar.
The toolbar function allows the creation and saving of scenario-events, scenarioelements and changes to them. The toolbar also allows the building of facades using a
tool called City-Up (discussed in subsequent chapters). The new toolbar also allows the
user to access settings and a help system.
The scenario-events along with their graphical interfaces are also outlined in this
chapter, and a user interface for defining vehicle routes in the environment is also
discussed. A procedure for saving the 3D environment and the scenario information to
the native Sketch-Up format is discussed along with the communication between
Sketch-Up and Ogre. Playing the scenario defined in Sketch-Up using the Ogre engine
is also outlined. The new RainBath toolbar is shown in Diagram 4.1.
Diagram 4.1: RainBath toolbar.
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The functionality of each button on the RainBath toolbar is outlined from left to right.
RainBath icon: Show credits for RainBath including contact details.
Save icon: Save the current scenario and its events.
Play icon: Play the Sketch-Up environment and scenario-events in Ogre.
Package icon: Insert an external 3D model from Ogre into Sketch-Up.
Clipboard icon: View all the Scenario-events in the current scenario.
Settings icon: Configure the build and export paths for Sketch-Up and Ogre.
Plus Icon: Add a new scenario-element such as (trigger once or trigger multiple).
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Road icon: Create a new route for vehicles to travel along in the scenario.
Tree icon: Create a new Ogre model scenario-element.
Water icon: Create a new water scenario-element.
Light icon: Create a new light scenario-element.
Camera icon: Create a new camera scenario-event.
Train icon: Create a new train scenario-element.
Path icon: Create a new path in a route.
Sky icon: Create a new changing sky scenario-element.
Crane icon: Use the City-Up builder tool.
House icon: Use the City-Up facade automation tool.
Help icon: Open the RainBath help system.
The most commonly used scenario-elements can be created using the buttons on the
RainBath toolbar, but the remaining scenario-events trigger once, trigger multiple,
individual path events can only be created using the Plus Button above.
4.2 Scenario-Elements
To describe a scenario the user creates a set of scenario-elements and describes how
their attributes change to give the required effect. Here we will describe the exact set of
attributes associated with each scenario-element, which can be created using the SketchUp-RainBath tool. All scenario-elements are just a list of attributes that are interpreted
by Ogre.
4.3 Attributes common to Scenario-elements
All scenario-elements require a 3D bounding box in the scenario. The 3D bounding box
tells Ogre the location of the scenario-element in the 3D world. The area defined by this
box can also be used to: 1) check if the player is viewing the scenario-element, 2) has
collided with the scenario-element, and 3) the starting position of the scenario-element.
Each scenario-element has the following common attributes.
•

Unique name - that is used throughout the Sketch-Up RainBath GUI.
The user will normally give each scenario-element an appropriate name that
describes its role in the scenario.

•

Bounding box - Ogre requires each scenario-element have a bounding box
which represents its collision area and its initial starting position in the scenario.
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4.4 Simple Scenario-elements
Simple scenario-elements which are independent of other scenario-elements are
outlined below.
Model-element
External 3D models from existing sources (Internet and third party modelling tools) can
be imported by Sketch-Up RainBath and displayed in Ogre. These external models are
imported into the Sketch-Up environment and are stored as model-elements. Each
model has a scale, external file-location, direction, material, coordinates and shadows.
The coordinates attribute sets the 3D model’s starting position. If the 3D model was
created independent of Google Sketch-Up it may use a different coordinate system.
Ogre allows materials to be created that change how the surface of the model is
displayed, and can be applied for differing visual effects. It might be pertinent for some
models to cast shadows and this can be set.
Light-element
The 3D world by default has a single global light source, but other lights may be added
to give atmospheric effects. Each light has a brightness and colour attribute that may
change during the scenario.
Sky-element
The world by default has a cloudy sky. The appearance of the sky can be changed by
changing its brightness attribute and its associated image file. The brightness of the sky
determines the amount of ambient light in the world.
Water-element
One of the main features of RainBath is to show the affect of flooding in the 3D urban
environment. The waters visual properties can be described as dirty, still lake or ocean.
A number of water-configurations have been made for differing graphics cards and the
user can select from three types. Two configurations are suitable for desktop office
machines and one for high end gaming machines. The system then attempts to select the
appropriate configuration based on the users graphics processor type.
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Info-player-start scenario-element
It is important to specify the starting position of the player in the 3D scenario. The ‘info
player start’ element is used for this.
The ‘info player start’ element is also used to set how far the player can see and how
fast they can navigate in the 3D world. The drawing distance defines the size of the
world and how far the player can see. The bigger the world the more work required by
the graphics card. Setting the drawing distance is optional. The speed of the player can
be changed which affects how fast the player navigates around the 3D environment and
specifying it is optional.
4.5 Complex Scenario-Elements
The simple elements have just been outlined, and they can be grouped together with
complex scenario-elements to provide more advanced scenario functionality. For
example, the changing of the water level when the player reaches a certain area.
Complex scenario-elements require information about specific simple scenarioelements. The complex scenario-elements and their required simple elements are
outlined below.
Destination path scenario-element
A route can be defined that a vehicle will travel along. A route is a series of linked
destination paths, and has a speed, target and next-path attributes. These attributes are
outlined with the train scenario-element below.
Train scenario-element
The train (vehicle) travels along a route at a constant or dynamic speed and the user sets
this in the GUI. The dynamic speed option reduces the trains (vehicle) speed as it
travels around comers. The train travels slower around comers or short straights and
increases speed for longer straights. A default speed is assigned if not specified by the
user. The train-element attaches to a model (vehicle) or light element and allows that
element to travel along paths, giving the effect that the model (vehicle) or light is
actually animated. The train-element attributes next-path, speed, target and direction are
specified by the user. The next-path is the starting path the train will travel from. The
target attribute is the name of a light or model scenario-element previously defined. The
direction the light or model faces while moving along the route can also be set.
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Camera scenario-element
The camera scenario-element is used to control the eye point of the player in the
scenario. Cameras are used to allow the user to see a specific place in the 3D world, for
example a camera can be focused on an ambulance (Model scenario-element). Cameras
can be used to show multiple aspects of the narrative before or during the player’s
interaction with the world and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
The Trigger-once scenario-event
A trigger is used to specify when changes will occur to a scenario-element and when
they occur, for example we may require a vehicle to drive down a specific street as soon
as the player has reached a particular point. Having a vehicle travel down the street is
achieved by creating a train scenario-element which has an associated route and model
(vehicle) scenario-element. A trigger is then placed in the 3D world and associated with
a (train) scenario-element. When the player collides with the trigger's bounding-box it
causes the associated train to start or stop depending on the train’s initial configuration.
A trigger-once event can be associated with scenario-elements to give the differing
effects. After the player has entered the bounding-box the trigger-once is disabled.
The Trigger-multiple scenario-event
The trigger-multiple is similar to a trigger-once scenario-event, but differs in that every
time the user enters the bounding-box it causes the associated scenario-element to
change.
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4.6 Creating a generic graphical user interface for scenario-elements
As previously outlined all scenario-elements and scenario-events are just lists of
attributes. The sky scenario-element has a brightness and image name and internally is
stored as a list of attributes. There are 11 scenario-elements or scenario-events (infoplayer start, trigger once, trigger multiple, train, route, path, model, sky, light, camera
and water) that can be created by the user. Each scenario-element’s attributes can be set
using a HTML form. The HTML form consists of input-fields for naming each
scenario-element, and combo-boxe for selecting the appropriate trigger-events. Instead
of creating a unique HTML form for every scenario-element in the RainBath system it
was decided to create a generic form that could be used to represent any scenarioelement or screen. The new generic form also allows for the use of icons and other
important usability features defined in the Xerox system checklist (Xerox, 1995). Each
form has a title, icon, OK and cancel buttons. The workflow for the user is outlined in
Diagram 4.2.
Diagram 4.2. HTML form workflow.
Step 1:
User clicks any of the buttons on the RainBath toolbar.
In this example it's the Camera button (outlined in red).
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An API in Ruby was designed in this project for the creation of generic HTML forms.
The generic form can be constructed by supplying the following information.
Title: The title of the form.
Icon; The icon to display on the top left comer.
Prompts: The prompt to display for input fields.
Combo-hox: Allow the user select from a list of options.
Text field: Allow the user input a value.
Defaults: The default selected choice or text input.
It is important to validate the user input. For example each scenario-element must have
a valid name in the name text field. Instead of hard-coding the validation for each form
a set of mles was created to validate each input field.
There are 11 validation mles that can be checked against user input, these are (not
blank, less 255 characters length, no spaces, is number, number < 255, number > 0, only
a-z characters, only float number, only integer number, number < 360 and ignore
validation) see Appendix Table 0.1 for full list. Validation mles can be combined to
provide robust user input checking which displays a prompt to the user if any of the
mles fail, advising users how to fix the input. The validation API accepts a string of
letters that represent the validation mles to be applied to each input. Table 4.3 shows
example validation code.
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Table 4.3: Dynamic validation sample code
//Name: Validation
//Description: Takes the input and gets its validation code(s).
//

The codes are listed below

//Input: String input
//Output: bool, false = input did not pass all validation tests
true = input passed all validation test
function validation(label,input,valString)

{
//Go through each validation
for ( var i=0; i < valString.length; i++ )

{
//Check if input is blank
if ( valString.charAt(i) == '0' )

{
if ( input.length == 0 )

{
alertdabel + " cannot be blank.");
return false;

}
}
//Check if input > 25 chars
else if ( valString.charAt(i) ==

)

{
if ( input.length > 25 )

{
alertdabel + " cannot have more then 25
characters.");
return false;
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}
}

//Check if input has spaces ' '
else if ( valString.charAt(i) == '2' )
{

for ( var e=0; i < input.length; e++ )
{
if ( input.charAt(e) == ' ' )
{
alertdabel + " cannot contain any space '
' characters");
return false;
}
}
}
.. rest of the validation code omitted. See Appendix 0.2 validation code.

The generic form is used for editing each scenario-element and for the saving and
settings screens. The generic form is implemented as a HTML form, and JavaScript is
used to layout and validate the input fields. The HTML form acts as the local client and
Sketch-Up acts as a local server on the user’s machine. The HTML Form (client) sends
the input information to Sketch-Up (server) through AJAX calls.
Adding a new scenario-element to the RainBath system requires, the scenario-elements
attributes, the attributes that describe how the form is displayed and the validation rules
for each attribute. Modifying or deleting scenario-elements is trivial and the system can
easily be expanded to cater for new scenario-elements.
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4.7 Managing scenario-elements for the user
Scenario-events need information about scenario-elements, for example the train needs
to know about route and model scenario-elements. A trigger scenario-event needs to
know what scenario-element to change. When the user creates a train scenario-element
they need to know the name of the existing light or model to link. Requiring the user to
remember the name of the scenario-element is not intuitive and is error prone. All the
defined scenario-elements are stored in a list, and are used by the forms to present a
choice of scenario-elements to the user. The train HTML form shows a list of all model
and light scenario-elements. The list of valid scenario-elements allows the user to
choose from the list rather than by memory and is used through-out each input form.
4.8 Creating scenario-elements using the RainBath toolbar
The RainBath toolbar contains buttons to quickly create common scenario-elements.
Boundmg-boxes are used to allow the user identify the positions of the scenarioelements in Sketch-Up. When the user clicks a button on the RainBath toolbar the
following actions happen.
1. A bounding-box is created by the system and placed where the user is currently
viewing in the Sketch-Up world.
2. A HTML form is displayed for the specific scenario-element.
3. The user inputs the required attribute information.
The RainBath toolbar allows the user create scenario-elements in three steps, however
the trigger-once and trigger-multiple require additional steps. The trigger-once and
trigger-multiple scenario-events require the user to create the bounding-box, at the
required position in the world. The steps required to create a trigger-once or triggermultiple scenario-event are outlined below.
1. User creates a 3D box using the native Sketch-Up functionality.
2. User positions the 3D box in the required location in the Sketch-Up world.
3. The user presses the create scenario-event button on the RainBath toolbar.
4. The user selects trigger-once or trigger-multiple.
5. A HTML form is displayed for the specific scenario-event.
6. The user inputs the required attribute information.
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In the Sketch-Up world the scenario-elements and scenario-events bounding-boxes
represent their start position in Ogre and have a unique colour. This is common in level
editors such as Hammer and UDK. Diagram 4.4 shows coloured scenario-element
bounding-boxes.
Diagram 4.4 Coloured scenario-element bounding-boxes.

Large scenarios can be complex and locating scenario-elements can be tedious. A
HTML form was created that lists each scenario-element in the world and provides edit
and help buttons. Diagram 4.5 shows the scenario-elements list with a water scenarioelement.
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Diagram 4.5 Form displaying all scenario-elements in Sketch-Up.
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Creating the scenario-elements in Sketch-Up has been outlined and they can be edited
using two different methods.
Editing scenario-elements method 1
•

Right click on the scenario-elements bounding-box in the Sketch-Up world and
select ‘edit scenario-element’.

•

A HTML form appears allowing the scenario-elements attributes to be
modified.

Editing scenario-elements method 2
•

Press the list all scenario-elements button on the RainBath toolbar.

•

Select the Edit button adjacent the scenario-element to edit.

•

A HTML form appears allowing the scenario-elements attributes to be modified.
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An example of the water scenario-elements, create, edit and help HTML forms are
shown in Diagram 4.6.
Diagram 4.6 Water scenario-element create, edit and help HTML forms.
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The Sketch-Up-RainBath help system
Creating scenarios using scenario-elements is new to planners and geologists in this
work. An embedded help system was developed for Sketch-Up that allows the user to
view help or do a tutorial about any of the scenario-elements. It was also necessary that
the help system be available offline as Sketch-Up could easily be used off site with no
Internet access. Web-pages were created that describe each scenario-elements purpose,
see Diagram 4.5. The help screen can be displayed for each scenario-event using two
different methods.
Scenario-element help screen method 1
•

Right click on the scenario-elements bounding-box and select ‘help’.

•

A HTML form appears describing the scenario-element usage and each of its
attributes.
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Scenario-element help screen method 2
•

Press the help button on the RainBath toolbar.

•

Select the scenario-element required.

•

A HTML form appears describing the scenario-elements usage and each of its
attributes.

Short tutorials (user tasks) were written that teach the user how to create each of the
main scenario-elements. Each task is under four minutes in duration and is available
offline.
4.9 Creating vehicle routes in Sketch-Up-RainBath
In the scenario it is necessary to have vehicles travel along streets in the urban
environment. The routes the vehicles travel along need to be defined in Sketch-Up.
The route the vehicle travels is defined by a collection of nodes; each node has a
position in the world and is linked together one after the next. The user needs to
associate a series of nodes together and are called path scenario-elements in RainBath.
The train scenario-element then travels from each path node to the path node in the
route. A light or model scenario-element can then be associated with the train scenarioelement which moves along that route. Creating the route needs to be simple and each
path in the route has to be created in the correct position in the world. A route may
require over 100 linked paths. There are two methods that can be used in RainBath to
create the routes.
Method 1: Path Nodes
The UDK level editor uses paths to define where the scenario-element travels; the user
creates each path in its correct position in the tool. This method was adapted in SketchUp and the user creates a series of path scenario-elements in the world and sets their
attributes to link to the next path. The moving scenario-element is then assigned a
starting path and a speed. Diagram 4.7 shows three path scenario-elements created in
Sketch-Up, their properties are set so that the train scenario-element travels along Path
A to Path B to Path C. The path node method works well for short paths but is time
consuming when creating long series of paths.
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Diagram 4.7 Manual path creation process in Sketch-Up.

Method 2: Link nodes

Creating each individual path and linking them can be difficult for complex routes.
Method two allows the user to draw a series of connected lines called link-nodes and
this acts as the route the train travels along. The user can use the native pencil tool
functionality in Sketch-Up to draw connected lines in the world where the train will
travel. This link-node system is implemented in Sketch-Up by allowing the user draw
lines denoting aspects of the route as done in (2K Czech Mafia 2, 2010). There are
restrictions on what type of link-nodes that can be created and are shown in Diagram
4.8.
Diagram 4.8: Types of link-nodes.
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The user must create a connected graph (connected pencil lines) see Diagram 4.8 line A.
The user draws the route the train will travel and then uses the route-builder button on
the RainBath toolbar. The route-builder tool was created as part of this research; it takes
the series of connected lines drawn by the user and converts it into a linked route. The
route-builder tool automates two tasks.
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Route-builder tool task 1. Look for invalid routes (graphs).
The user selects the starting edge the train will initially travel from. The following
validation rules are then checked.
1. The start edge must have one node that is connected to only one edge. The start
edge cannot be in the middle of two other edges, the train would not know what
direction to travel, see Diagram 4.8 line A.
2. The graph must form no loops. If a loop occurs the validation does not know the
starting path for the train, see Diagram 4.8 line B.
3. When traversing the graph no node must be connected to more than two edges.
The train would not know which edge to traverse, see Diagram 4.8 C.
If the users pencil graph fails any of the validation rules an error message will be
displayed to the user explaining how to resolve the problem.
Route-builder tool task 2: Route information
When a graph has been validated, the system prompts the user for the following
information, route-name, name of the model or light and direction of travel. The
direction of travel indicates that direction the model will face while travelling. This
information is used to create the train and corresponding paths in the route. Using the
Sketch-Up pencil tool and the RainBath route-builder tool and validation rules allow the
user to create complex animation paths easily. The user can delete or edit all path nodes
or an individual path node using the scenario-events overview form.
4.10 Storing scenario-elements in Sketch-Up
The separation between 3D modelling tools and level editors are narrowing (Nelson,
2007), so one tool can be used to create the 3D world and scenario-elements (UDK
2010) (Crytek 2010). The combination of tools makes the creation of the world and
describing scenario-elements more intuitive. Sketch-Up’s native functionality can be
used to create the 3D world and the RainBath plug-in can be used to describe the
elements in the scenario that change over time. The scenario-element information needs
to be saved in Sketch-Up and exported to Ogre where it can be rendered and interacted
with by the user.
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Whenever the user makes changes to the current scenario, the world and its scenarioelements must be converted into a format Ogre can interpret and display. This
conversion is known as the World Build Process and is executed every time the user
plays a modified scenario. The 3D world is created in the Sketch-Up environment and
stored in its native SKP file format. The Sketch-Up world goes through the world build
process to convert the world into a scene-graph. A scene-graph describes the 3D world
in an optimized format and makes it render efficiently in Ogre. The conversion process
uses the MeshToOgre (Nunnari, 2010) open source tool which also exports the images
and materials information, see Diagram 4.9.
Diagram 4.9: RainBath and Ogre interaction.

The scenario-elements in Sketch-Up are lists of attributes that describe the scenario, this
information is exported by RainBath to the scenario file. Ogre then loads the scenario
file when the world is played. Ogre needs to be able to read the scenario, mesh models
and materials source files in order to run the scenario.
4.11 The Scenario File
The scenario file contains references to all the 3D models used in the world and the list
of attributes that describe each scenario-element. The format of the scenario file is XML
based. XML is heavily used is in game development (Chen R, 2007), notably VRML
(virtual reality mark-up language) and was the reason why XML was chosen for
RainBath and Ogre inter-process communication. The structure of the scenario file is
that each scenario-element type is written sequentially which is suited to SAX XML
parsing (Java Sun, 2010), as the scenario-elements are always written in the same order.
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The RainBath plug-in writes a scenario file that is an XML structured document which
contains all the scenario-elements in the world and their relationships. If the scenarioelement has an associated model it contains a link to the appropriate mesh file that is
also read by Ogre. The scenario file contains exact definitions of all scenario-elements
and contains links to the models and to the world the scenario uses.
4.12 Supporting XML in Ruby
The subset of Ruby used by Google Sketch-Up does not support XML reading and
writing. An XML serialization method had to be implemented. It was decided to have
each scenario-element serialize its own XML, rather than using one central serialization
class. Using a central class for serializing requires all scenario-elements to be re-tested
when a scenario-element is modified or added. Requiring each scenario-element
serialize itself does not require global re-testing and this was the design pattern used.
4.13 Editing and writing scenario-elements.
The user can edit a scenario-element attribute at any time. When the user makes
changes to a scenario-element these change are stored in both the scenario file and the
native Sketch-Up SKP file. An internal dictionary in the SKP file is used to store the
scenario’s elements and their attributes. When the world is played, RainBath writes a
scenario file that describes all the scenario-elements, and this file is used by Ogre. It is
also necessary to store the scenario-elements in the native Sketch-Up SKP files so they
could be distributed without the need for the additional scenario file. The scenarioelements attributes inside the SKP file are not readable by the native Sketch-Up
application and require the RainBath plug-in to read and display the data. The scenario
file only contains the scenario-elements attributes and references to external 3D Mesh
files (3D world) used by Ogre.
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4.14 Playing the scenario from the RainBath toolbar.
There are many applications that make use of the world created in Sketch-Up:
Kerkythea, Source engine, Cryengine and Oblivion engine. The previous game tools
take the world created in Sketch-Up and allow the user view it in the game engine.
However they do not recognise scenario-elements added by RainBath. The steps
required to use the Sketch-Up world in a third-party game engine are outlined below.
1. Create world in Sketch-Up.
2. Export world from Sketch-Up into third party model format.
3. Import world into the third-party game creation tool.
4. The third-party game tool uses its native world build process to load the world
into the engine.
5. User starts the engine and loads up world.
The process is not trivial and would require training to enable the user to complete these
steps successfully.
The steps above were automated in RainBath. When the user chooses to play the
scenario the 3D world and scenario-elements are first exported to the Ogre Mesh format
and then Ogre is launched. The ability to move instantly between creating the scenario
in Sketch-Up and interacting with the scenario in Ogre allows for rapid interactive
creation. RainBath was designed to allow the scenario-elements to be easily exported to
a format readable by Ogre.
4.15 Installing RainBath
The installation process puts RainBath, Ogre and the exporting tools into the Sketch-Up
plug-ins directory. Sketch-Up then automatically loads the plug-ins the next time it is
started and any menus associated with the plug-ins appear. The installation process was
developed using an automated installer application called Easyinstaller (Scarlet
Easyinstaller, 2010). The automated install process allows the user install and start
using RainBath without any prior configuration.
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4.16 Conclusion
Google Sketch-Up was enhanced with a toolbar that allows the user create both the 3D
world and the scenario-events changes that describe the scenario. This can be
accomplished in two main phases. The 3D modelling functionality in Sketch-Up is used
to create the world and the RainBath level editor functionality is used for creating
scenario-events that describe the scenario. The RainBath toolbar allows the creation and
editing of scenario-events, changing settings, saving the scenario and invoking Ogre.
All scenario-events can be represented by input fields or combo-boxes. To allow for
extensibility a generic form was created and used to create and edit each scenario-event
in Sketch-Up. In the Sketch-Up world all scenario-events are represented as bounding
boxes identified by a unique colour. A form was also created that manages all the
scenario-events in the current scenario. An offline help system was created in SketchUp for each scenario-event. Common tasks were also identified and short tutorials were
created for each.
The route vehicles travel is defined by a collection of nodes. A link node system was
implemented in Sketch-Up by allowing the user draw lines denoting the route using the
native Sketch-Up pencil tool. The RainBath level editor functionality in Sketch-Up is
designed to allow the scenario-events and worlds to be easily exported to Ogre. This
allows the user move between the level editor and Ogre transparently, creating an
interactive development environment for the creation of scenarios. The implementation
of the scenario-event functionality in RainBath has been discussed and acts as a
foundation for further functionality. The development of a new tool in RainBath called
City-Up allows the user to rapidly create urban buildings and facades. The next chapter
will discuss in detail this new City-Up functionality.
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Chapter 5: Implementing Building Facade Automation

5.1 Introduction
Level design requires a higher level of detail than in standard city modelling. Standard
city modelling does not require detailed facades, doors, windows or fascias. Level
design requires a higher level of detail because the user views the city from a first
person perspective. In this work the city being modelled is a real existing city as
opposed to pseudo cities generated by CityEngine (ESRJ CityEngine, 2010). Each street
and building requires architectural detail, high quality images and correct UV mapping
(Valve Hammer2, 2010). UV texture mapping describes how an image is positioned on
a 3D model.
Level design is a time consuming exercise and multiple tools were reviewed for their
use in creating facades. Hammer for Half-Life by Valve (Valve Hammer2,2010),
UnrealEd3 for Unreal by Epic (Epic UED, 2009) and GtkRadiant for the Quake series
by id (GTKRadient, 2010). The tools listed require a similar number of steps to create a
building facade and are labour intensive. The level editors are proprietary and so plug
ins to automate this process could not be developed. Hammer and Sketch-Up were used
to create a sample facade and the steps are shown in Table 5.1. This chapter also
discusses alternative methods for creating cities and a solution called City-Up a plug-in
for Sketch-Up is developed in this research. City-Up is discussed in detail in this
chapter; the reduced City-Up steps are in Table 5.1 as a comparison.
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Table 5.1 Steps in each modelling tool
Hammer Steps

Sketch-Up Steps

City-Up Steps

1 Create facade block.

1 Create facade block.

1 Select facade.

2 Create window block.

2 Draw each window.

2 Enter facade information.

3 Place each window block.

3 Push/pull each window.

4 Carve each widow block.

4 Texture each window.

5 Texture each window

5 Fit UV to each window.

6 Fit UV to each window.

6 Draw each fascia.

7 Create each fascia block.

7 Push/^pull each fascia.

8 Place each fascia block.

8 Texture each fascia.

9 Carve each fascia block.

9 Fit UV to each fascia.

10 Texture each fascia.

10 Draw each door.

11 Fit UV to fascia.

11 Push/pull each door.

12 Create door block.

12 Texture each door.

13 Place door block.

12 Fit UV to each door.

14 Carve door block.
15 Texture door.
16 Fit UV to door.

5.2 Creating detail on buildings
The level editors (Hammer, UnrealEd and GtkRadient) have similar functionality, the
user manually creates cubes representing buildings or objects, positions them in the
world and applies textures. The textures can be created manually or using texture
synthesis. Modelling buildings by creating each individual shape can be time
consuming. The main method of achieving detail in building facades is to apply detailed
textures instead of increasing polygons (cubes) to depict the details.
There are typically two steps taken when creating a 3D urban environment: 1)
photographs of streets are gathered and are used as a template for designing the city and
2) a blank model of the city is created using 3D modelling tools. There are currently
several different approaches to creating these models.
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LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is an optical remote sensing technology that
measures properties of scattered light to find range information about a distant target.
Advances have been made that allow aircraft and also vehicles attached with LIDAR to
make 3D maps and models of cities (Zhang et al, 2003). Research into semi-automatic
city modelling using LIDAR has made great progress on accurately constructing the 3D
models and capturing texture information for the models. (Zhang et al, 2003) (Deng et
al, 2006).
LIDAR is not used because acquiring the data is expensive and extensive cleaning of
the data is required before its use in 3D modelling and GIS packages (National Park
Service, 2005) (SafeSoftware, 2010). The users (planners and geologists) do not have
the required resources for acquiring and cleaning the LIDAR data, and so it is not a
viable approach.
5.4 Visualisation constraints
The 3D model used represents buildings as cuboids and was built based on satellite
images and simple height calculations. One constraint is that the RainBath output did
not identify particular businesses. The City-Up tool cannot apply exact images of
building to the model, as done by (Comelis et al, 2006). At the same time the streets,
buildings and landmarks in the city should be familiar. The area of Cork city to be
modelled is approximately 3 km . Google Maps was used to provide an aerial
photograph of the city and this was imported into Sketch-Up. Sketch-Up was then used
to create a basic model of the city. The heights of the buildings were calculated from
photographs. The cities street furniture such as traffic signs, bus stops are easy to add as
extra models later.
5.6 Texturing constraints
Usually building facades in first person games are created as images (Valve HL2,
2007). The image consists of the brick and window for the facade and is UV wrapped
onto the building. This works well when the environment or city does not need to be
identified by the users. Such cities are approximations, created for a particular theme in
the game. Using a unique texture for each building requires large numbers of images
which may not fit into the GPU texture memory or may slow down the GPU due to
texture swapping. The visualisation engine Ogre does not support sparse virtual textures
(Barrett, 2008). Sparse virtual texturing finds redundant patterns in the texture images
and compresses them. However even compressed textures (Beers et al, 2006) may not
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solve this problem if the size of the compressed textures is larger than the virtual and
GPU memory.
In the City-Up solution a limited set of texture images is applied to multiple buildings in
differing combinations. For example, the same door texture is reused on multiple
facades.
Stock textures from (CG Textures 2010, cgtextures.com) are used as they are free and
of high quality, however it is important to maintain the style and layout of the original
facades. Photographs were taken of the facades of the buildings on each street giving a
total of 502 images. Using the photographs the numbers of floors and windows for each
building was noted. The facade layout information along with textures was used as a
guideline during the construction of the facades. A tool that allowed the input of this
facade layout information for each building was required. Using the facade layout data
and a variety of textures, the buildings could be created. The City-Up plug-in was added
to the RainBath toolbar. The user and system have to complete a number of steps and is
discussed in detail.
1. The user specifies the facade layout.
2. The user specifies the central edges of the building facade.
3. City-Up (system) scales textures to fit the facade.
4. City-Up (system) reuses texture data on each building without having excess
textures on the GPU.
Step 1. The user specifies the facade layout.
The face of a building facade can have any number of edges. The four outer edges on
the face are used to denote the area of the facade. Each edge e is taken from the face and
stored as a vector v. These four vectors v7, v2, v3 and v4 are organised in an anti
clockwise array, see Diagram 5.2.
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Diagram 5.2 Facade vertex calculation steps
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The user is then prompted for the facade information in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 facade configuration variables
The number of floors on the facade.

The number of doors on the ground floor.

The number of windows on each floor.

The texture style to use on the doors.

The number of windows on the ground

The position of the doors on the ground

floor.

floor.

The texture style to use on the windows of

The orientation of the facade, landscape,

each floor except the ground floor.

portrait or upside down.

The texture style to use on the windows on

The texture style of the fascia

the ground floor.
The percentage amount of padding to use

The texture style of the facade wall.

around each window.

Using the facade information the face is split into n equal sized floors, n represents the
number of floors specified by the user. Each floor fL.fn now has its own set of Vertices
fx.vl...fic.v4 see Diagram 5.2 step 2.
Each floor then calculates the height of the fascia (default is 10 % \fx.4\) and a new
Fascia object fa is created for each floor (fal.faN) with edges fax.vl\..fax.v4\, see
Diagram 5.2, step 3. The Fascia object extrudes itself parallel to the ground.
The Floor object/has four vertices that define its central shape. The padding p is then
calculated around each window using a percentage of the width and height of the floor
and the number of windows {\fax.v4\-p). For each window a window object is created
with edges wx.vl....wx.v4. The window objects then extrude parallel to the ground
creating an alcove see Diagram 5.2 step 4.
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The doors on the bottom floor are created in a similar way to windows resulting in new
Door objects each having four vertices dx.vl....dx.v4. Each door is extruded parallel to
the ground direction creating alcoves as in Diagram 5.2 step 5. After evaluation, each
facade will have FloorsFascias /«/..yhf«,Windows wL.wm and Doors dL.dp each
with four vertices, where n, m, and p are the numbers of floors, windows and doors
respectively.
Step 2. The user specifies the central edges of building facade.
The initial face of the building can have any number of edges and vertices. In order to
specify the layout four central vertices must be selected see Diagram 5.4. Getting the
central vertices for a face with four edges is trivial, but some faces can have more than
four vertices and are not rectangular shaped see Diagram 5.4. Each vertex is labelled on
the face and the user is prompted for the four central vertices. The order will determine
the buildings orientation, an example of a building of this configuration is in Figure 5.5.
Regular facades can be created as in Diagram 5.4 or shaped as in Diagram 5.5 allowing
the creation of disfigured or other structural styles for many different visualisation
scenarios.

Diagram 5.4 Facade with no detail
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Diagram 5.5 Skewed facade

Step 3. City-Up (system) scales textures to fit the facade.
UV mapping is the process of applying texture coordinates (texels) to faces. When
applying a brick texture to different facades the brick should be the same size. The
facade was decomposed into the following objects (Floor f, Fascia fa, Window w, Door
d and windows on ground floor wd). When a brick texture is applied to the fascias and
the floors of different dimensions, the bricks should appear to be of a similar size. When
a texture is mapped to a face a scaling factor is used, this states how many times a
texture is repeated along the face. The scaling factor for this is saved and reused on
further applications of that texture. This allows each building facade regardless of
measurements to have near correct UV mapping. This solution is not concurrent across
multiple instances of a city model as the Sketch-Up file format does not allow the
saving of each faces scaling factor. However the solution works when using a single
version of a model.
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Step 4. City-Up (system) reuses texture data on each building without having
excess textures on the GPU.
Each facade has four main components (floor, fascia, window and door). A different
texture can be applied to each component. Each facade requires four images, one for
windows, doors, wall and fascia. A collection of these images is called a style. Each
style is stored in its own folder with a unique descriptive name. Different images can be
used in different combinations to give different styles. We created 20 folders of textures
styles. Multiple textures can be grouped together, 20 textures in combinations of 4 gives
11,6280 permutations per facade. The permutations were calculated as
n = 20 and r = 4.
It is possible to texture the entire city in near endless styles and combinations with a
limited number of textures. Using different ratios of texture resolution, wide and long
doors or windows can be created. Having a door texture resolution of 256 x 512 pixels
will be UV mapped as a tall door. Likewise a texture of 512 x 256 pixels will be UV
mapped as wide door. Using the facade characteristics in Table 5.3 and combinations of
textures we were able to texture most buildings in our Cork city model using the photos
as a style reference.
5.8 Performance Results
City-up enables the rapid creation of building facades with any number of floors and
texture combinations. The facades have full 3D detail. We can create an entire area (300
buildings) with only 7 MB texture footprint on disk.
Performance testing was done by rendering Cork city in the Ogre rendering engine. The
tests consisted of both the plain facade city model and the detailed facade city model.
The results were 401 EPS (Frames Per Second) for the plain city and 70 FPS for the
detailed city see Table 5.6. The poor FPS was a consequence of using the Sketch-Up to
Ogre exporter, it does not handle repeating textures on different faces. The decrease in
performance was due to texture swapping.
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Table 5.6 FPS polygon testing in Ogre
Detail level

FPS

Plain facade city

401

Textured facade city

60

Textured facade city with scene-graph

70

Skyscraper floor count testing
The upper limit for creating the number of floors was timed, see Table 5.7. The upper
limit of floors that can be created on a facade is over 1000. The floorcount in Table 5.7
is not linear, this could be due to increased floating point precision needed using smaller
vector distances or due to seek times when reading in textures from the disk. This was
not fully investigated as it did not affect the use of the tool for city design.
Table 5.7 Skyscraper floor count testing
Floor count

Time

10

000.204 ms

100

003.672 ms

200

020.625 ms

300

029.531 ms

500

282.640 ms

1000

774.000 ms

2000

Timed out
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5.9 Conclusion
City modelling for first person level design can be a time consuming task as the detail
required is higher than current LIDAR techniques. Current industry level editors do not
support building facades automatically. Using the City-Up semi-automatic building
facade plugin for Sketch-Up, the user is able design facades for a city model in hours
rather than weeks. Using vertices selected by the user City-Up can create buildings of
any orientation and any shape(regular or irregular). By decomposing the elements of the
facade into floor, window, door and fascia textures are reused efficiently. This enabled
the combination of different texture sets for thousands of possible combination while
keeping the entire city model at a 7 MB texture footprint on disk. The City-Up building
facade automation tool allows for the city scenario to be modelled. The RainBath
toolbar allows for the scenario-events to be defined in the city model and lays the
foundation of the data to be visualised in the Ogre rendering engine.
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Chapter 6: Implementing Scenario-Elements in Ogre
6.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the system implementation using the Ogre rendering engine in
detail. The tasks Ogre needs to perform are to visualise the 3D city, scenario-elements
and user interaction. Differing graphics card configurations may limit the performance
of Ogre and these issues are also discussed. The implementation of the scenarioelements and vehicles and paths are also presented in detail.
The role of Ogre is to render the world and provide an interactive application that
allows the player explore it, using devices such as mouse and keyboard. It also allows
for scenario-elements described in Sketch-Up to unfold as the user explores the world,
for example the water rising and light traffic. The scenario-elements are triggered based
on the player’s location and allows for the creation of an animation showing urban
flooding. The enhanced Ogre functionality in this work will have to do four main tasks.
6.2 The Rain Bath and Ogre tasks
Ogre already provides tasks one to three but task four had to be implemented for this
study.
1. Scene-graphs
Ogres use scene-graphs to organise and optimise data before it is sent to the
GPU.
2. Culling and collision
Ogre removes data not in the current display before sending it to the GPU for
rendering.
3. Input device
Ogre reeeives input from possibly many hardware devices (keyboard, mouse,
joystick, steering wheel) and applies this input to the seenario.
4. Scenario-elements provided by RainBath
The RainBath enhancements add interactive scenario-elements to Ogre.
A framework was also created so additional scenario-elements could be added to
Ogre.
In order to implement scenario-elements scene-graphs had to be used.
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6.3 The scene-graph
Any application that wants to display a 3D world needs to be able to describe the 3D
world, 3D models and the player’s position to the GPU. On top of the graphics library,
higher level libraries called rendering engines (Open Scene-graph, 2010) (Ogre, 2010)
can be used. Rendering engines describe all the 3D models in the world and structure
them in a scene-graph that allows it to be rendered more efficiently. Scene-graphs gives
a high level interface to the programmer that allows them describe a 3D scene and the
interactions with the user. Diagram 6.1 shows the hierarchy of graphics tools used by
RainBath.
Diagram 6.1 Graphics card and graphics library hierarchy.

There are many different types of scene-graphs (Karim L M et al, 2010) but this
research is interested in indoor and outdoor.
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Indoor scene-graphs (BSP, Octree and Portal) are used for optimizing indoor worlds,
which are interior buildings or areas. The indoor BSP scene-graphs used by Source and
Quake engines was tested using sample streets but were affected by draw distance
problems. Outdoor scene-graphs are used for large open outdoor worlds like cities and
rural areas. Ogre supports common outdoor scene-graphs such as Progressive Meshes
(Hoppe H, 2010) and Paging Landscape (McReynolds T, Blythe M, 1999), which can
be used for visualising large areas necessary for scenario development.
6.4 RainBath Engine Overview.
In order to display the interactive visualisation we extended the basic Ogre rendering
engine to provide the following RainBath functionality:
Read in models created in Sketch-Up.
Read the scenario-elements defined in Sketch-Up from the scenario file.
Allow the user to interact with the world and its scenario-elements.
Provide customizable water in Ogre using the Hydrax plugin.
Capture the user’s animations if requested so it can be played back as movies.
The rendering part of the system must perform on as many platforms as possible
(net-book, laptop, desktop, gaming machine), as this is a critical function in the
application.
The implementation is written in C++ using the Ogre API and framework. Diagram 6.2
gives an overview of the stages in the Ogre-RainBath system.
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Diagram 6.2 The Ogre-RainBath engine pipeline.
1. Read
scenario file

2. Parse
scenario file
6. Start
loop

landarino

3. Setup Ogre Internals
5. Setup
event listeners

4. Setup
entities

Engine entity and render loop

7. Update
Train Entity

V

Event listeners
13. Keyboard, Mouse

8. Update
Camera Entity
14. Trigger Entity

15. Change
Eng^ State

9. Update

T

12. Window events

10 ScreenCapture

11. Render Image

16. End rendering loop

RainBath functions

Ogre functions

Ogre handles the rendering aspect of the application and RainBath handles the
management of each scenario-element and its attributes. Ogre and RainBath are the
main components of the application but they are not tightly coupled. It is possible to
modify scenario-element implementations, or add new scenario-elements without
changing the Ogre framework.
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6.5 Scenario-elements in Ogre and RainBath

Reading and parsing the Scenario file (step one and two)
RainBath loads all the scenario-elements and mesh links from the scenario file and then
creates a scenario-element object for each scenario-element in the scenario file. When a
mesh link is found it is passed to Ogre to load the appropriate model and add it to the
Ogre scene-graph. All the scenario-elements are stored in a list and can be accessed
either by their name set in Sketch-Up, for example, “myWater”, or by their type. The
Ogre scene-graph contains the corresponding visual model elements. The scenarioelements in RainBath are linked to their visual objects in the scene-graph as shown in
Table 6.3.

Simple scenario-elements
Simple scenario-elements are scenario-elements that have no dependencies on other
scenario-elements, and these are the light, model, sky, and water elements.
Each 3D model in the rendering engine has an associated model scenario-element. If the
state of the model scenario-element is set to off, then the model's visibility in the Ogre
scene-graph will be set to off. As each simple scenario-element in the RainBath has an
associated scenario-element in Ogre, when the state of the RainBath scenario-element
changes this toggles the associated element in the Ogre scene-graph.
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Complex scenario-elements
Scenarios require elements to change over time, for example an ambulance may drive
along a road only when the player is in a specific location. An example of complex
scenario-elements is a trigger-once that has a reference to a train which moves along a
series of path scenario-elements. Triggers have an invisible bounding-box in the world
and when the player walks into one, it causes the scenario-element to change state. The
TriggerEventManager acts like a scenario-element controller. It is used to change the
state or trigger scenario-elements. It is also used by scenario-elements to change the
state of other scenario-elements. When the user presses a movement key on the
keyboard, the player’s position is updated and the TriggerEventManager checks if the
player’s bounding-box has intersected with any of the triggers bounding-boxes. When
an intersection occurs the trigger is identified and it updates its corresponding scenarioelement and this in turn updates Ogre scene-graph.
Additional functionality (step 10 and 13)
The water scenario-element is the only scenario-element that can be controlled without
the user of a trigger scenario-element. When the user is in Ogre they can use the 'E' and
'F' keys to raise and lower the water. This additional functionality has been added so the
user can gradually introduce flooding into the animation.
Saving what the user is doing in Ogre is necessary for creating movies, the 'FT key can
be used to toggle the recording mode on and off The recording mode copies what is on
the screen and saves it to disk. When recording mode is on each frame is saved to disk
with a sequential number. The images can then be put together using any movie editing
software. The screen recording is not saved as a complete movie file because numerous
video codecs exist for different applications and devices. Knowing what Codec is
required is outside the scope of this research.
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6.6 Moving vehicles in Ogre
The train scenario-element travels along a route, which is a series of interconnected path
scenario-elements. The train scenario-element has the task of moving the scenarioelement (model or light) between each set of interconnected paths, and the paths are
parsed two at a time (current-path and next-path). The train scenario-element contains
the current-path and next-path of the segment and the vector between them. To keep the
animation smooth in Ogre, the new position of the object along the vector must be
calculated before each frame is rendered.
The train scenario-element updates the model or light position along the vector before
each frame is rendered. When the object reaches the end of the current vector the nextpath in the route is loaded into the train and a new vector is created. Sketch-Up and
Ogre both use the Cartesian coordinate system, so all vertices in the models have to be
converted from Sketch-Up world units to Ogre world units. There are small rounding
issues when the Sketch-Up vertices are < 1.0 world units, however in practice users did
not create models with a unit size < 1.0 so this was not a major concern.
6.7 Tracking What an Scenario-element is Doing
It is important to know what each scenario-element is doing, as a light could be on or
off, a train moving or stopped, or water may be visible or invisible. Since each scenarioelement exhibits different behaviour a single state attribute is included which has a
particular meaning for each scenario-element types. Using this state attribute the
scenario-element can be toggled, without needing to know the consequence. Toggling
the light scenario-element’s state from 'on' to 'off, means it was visible but is now
invisible in the Ogre. Each scenario-element has a state object which is used to check
and handle each scenario-element’s behaviour.
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A state can have one of the following values: not triggered, triggering or triggered. Each
scenario-element implements the associated behaviour differently. The state object can
toggle between, not triggered, triggering, triggered, in that order.
•

Not triggered: the scenario-element is not yet active, for example light is
invisible.

•

Triggering: the scenario-element is in the process of changing, for example the
train moving along a path.

•

Triggered: the scenario-element has finished executing its behaviour, for
example the train is at the end of its route.

6.8 Giving Scenario-elements Heterogeneous Functionality
Polymorphism is a feature of a programming language that allows classes to use
variables of different types at different times. Each scenario-element has a super-class
that contains the methods start() and act(). The start() method is used to initialise the
scenario-elements configuration. The constructor is not used for this purpose as the
scenario-element may rely on other scenario-elements before it can start.
The Ogre-RainBath system does not enter the rendering loop until the start() method of
each scenario-element has completed which guarantees the engine can begin rendering.
When the scenario-element is active, for example a train moving or water rising, its
act() method is being executed. While the act() method is being executed the scenarioelement is in the "‘triggering” state.
The act() method for each scenario-element is implemented differently. When an
scenario-element has finished its act() method, for example a train reaches the end of its
route it’s state is set to "triggered”.
At any stage in the scenario the engine can tell what each scenario-element is doing by
looking at its current state, either "triggering”, "triggered" or "not triggered". This set
of states and methods allows for complex scenario-element functionality. This also
allows for new scenario-elements to be added to the system relatively easily. Diagram
6.4 represents this architecture. The RBWater derived class can be any type of element.
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Diagram 6.4: Base and derived (RBWater) class Diagram.
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6.9 Conclusion
Ogre was used to render the large 3D world and it uses scene-graphs to organise this
information before it is sent to the GPU. Ogre provides scene-graphs, culling and
collision detection and reads input devices such as the keyboard and mouse. However
Ogre could not load and display the interactive scenario-elements, so Ogre was
enhanced to provide this functionality.
The Ogre rendering engine was extended to load models created in Sketch-Up and read
scenario-elements defined in the scenario file. This allows the user interact with the
world and its scenario-elements and provides customizable flooding in the visualisation
system. Functionality was also added to Ogre to allow vehicles to travel along pre
defined routes.
The scenario-elements trigger-one and trigger-multiple and their corresponding
scenario-elements are managed by the TriggerEventManager. The
TriggerEventManager checks if the players bounding-box and any of the trigger’s
bounding-boxes has intersected, and then changes that triggers scenario-element. The
intersection scenario-element then changes the Ogre scene-graph.
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Using a special state variable, scenario-elements can be turned on or off. The effect of
turning on or off a scenario-element is local to the scenario-element type.
Polymorphism is used to implement this concept and each scenario-element implements
the run() and act() methods. The run() method is called after a scenario-element has
been fully initialised. The act() method is called when a scenario-element is changing
state for example a train moving along a route.
The main scenario-element architecture in Ogre has been implemented and allows for
the user to interact with differing scenario elements such as water in the visualisation.
The next chapter will discuss in the detail the Hydrax plugin that is used to render the
flooding water.
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Chapter 7: Implementing Camera and Water Visual Systems
7.1 Introduction
The camera and water functionality are important features in the Ogre-RainBath engine.
In order to display realistic flooding the user needs precise control of what the player
can see in the scenario. The mechanism used to control what the player can see are
called Cameras, and they will be discussed in detail. The cameras are also used to keep
the users engaged in the narrative and show the city from different perspectives while
the story develops. The flooding is provided by the Hydrax plug-in in Ogre and how it
is rendered efficiently on differing graphics cards is discussed in detail. Different
implementations of water also discussed.
7.2 Introduction to Camera
The camera allows for different viewpoints of a narrative to be shown, for example the
camera maybe tracking a vehicle as it drives through flood water or give a bird’s eye
perspective of the urban environment under flood. It is generally used to introduce the
player to a new area in the world or a specific event in the scenario. The player can
control the camera using the keyboard and mouse. In Ogre-RainBath the player can use
the mouse to change where the viewer (camera) is currently looking. The keyboard can
then be used to move the location of the camera. The keyboard and mouse can be used
independently.
The camera's viewpoint can also look towards a moving vehicle, which rotates the
camera to continually view the moving vehicle, and blocks the player from controlling
the viewpoint. This technique is usually used to show the player a specific event in the
scenario, for example it forces them to view the flooding of a specific road or building
in the urban environment. The camera's position can be set to move with the vehicle, or
view the world from inside the moving vehicle. This is usually used to give the player a
particular perspective of the world, for example experience urban flooding from inside a
moving vehicle.
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7.3 Controlling the camera
In Ogre-RainBath the player has control of the camera using the mouse and keyboard
but in certain narratives, for example opening scenes, it is necessary to remove this
control and play out a camera configuration. A camera configuration is a series of
movements made by the camera and can be created in Sketch-Up using trigger, train
and route scenario-elements. There are 14 cinematic techniques that can be created
using the camera for example, aerial/ bird's eye/ crane/ dolly zoom or establishing shot,
see Appendix Table 0.4 for full list. The camera is configured using three sets of
attributes that can be used to create the 14 camera types with the attributes look-at,
move-with and offset.
The look-at attribute tells the camera where to view in the world and can be set to static,
train or model scenario-elements. The static setting allows the player control the
camera's view using the mouse. The train setting makes the camera continually track a
train scenario-element. The model attribute allows the camera continually look at a
model scenario-element. These attributes can be set in Sketch-Up.
The move-with attribute tells the camera how it should move its position in the world
and can be set to static, train or model scenario-element. The static setting allows the
player to use the keyboard to change the camera's position. The train setting makes the
camera position itself to follow a train scenario-element and disables keyboard control.
The model setting positions the camera to the same position as the associated model
scenario-element.
In certain circumstances the camera may need to track just above, below or adjacent to
an object, for example we many want the camera to follow an ambulance's roof The
offset variables can be used for this, there are three offsets that can be applied to the
camera's look-at and move-with attributes.
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7.5 Introduction to the visualisation of water
Visualising water in the scenario is an important feature to incorporate into the
RainBath engine. The users need to be able to show water in the scenario that is visually
realistic and configurable. Due to the sensitive nature of climate change visualisations it
would be misleading to show the water as it behaved in a simulation. If our visualisation
showed the water as it behaved in a simulation and it flowed down streets the audience
could consider it real. However to fully simulate flooding the water needs to interact
with the objects such as cars and benches to create debris. The current approaches to the
accurate simulation of urban flooding require complex data (bathy, sediment, water
chemistry) and will not be considered in this research. The scenario developers do not
have the GIS or hydrodynamic data for each scenario and the use of simulated fluid
(Guillot B, 2002) in an urban environment is outside the scope of this research.
We assessed water in the following graphics engines for use in urban flooding
scenarios: Rongsberg Polaris simulator, Half-life 1, Source engine. Quake 3, GTA IV,
VStep ShipSim engine (VStep ShipSim, 2010), UDK engine, Typhoon 3D (Typhoon,
2010), Ogre and Hydrax. The visual water techniques used by the above tools for use in
urban flooding scenarios are outlined below.
7.6 Water in Computer Graphics.
Water libraries in computer graphics are concerned with recreating the visual properties
of water . The visuals are not simulations of how the water will look or flow, they are a
range of visual effects that make the water surface look realistic. Water in computer
graphics is made of vertices and polygons and can be manipulated using various
techniques. It is important to assess each technique for its use across GPUs or CPUs and
overall visual quality. Various techniques are described including the visual effects that
can be achieved, for example reflectance, waves or refraction.
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Decal rendering
Decals (Reynolds, 1996) are a method of applying 2D images to the surface of
polygons, this gives the appearance of multiple layers and can be used to create visually
realistic flat water. Decals can be applied to any water geometry structure. The
technique is handled by the CPU and is not performance intensive. The decals allow
extra information to be applied to the surface but it does not have reflections or waves.
Diagram 7.2 shows decal rendering.
Procedural Surface Modelling
Procedural surface modelling (Reynolds, 1999) uses algorithms or procedures that can
dynamically alter the visual behaviour of the water. There are various procedural
techniques outlined below. A mesh or unstructured grid is a collection of polygons that
have the same shape. This mesh is then manipulated using noise algorithms to give
appearance of waves see Diagram 7.2 mesh rendering. Algorithms implemented in GPU
code are then used to add reflections. Limitations are that the number of vertices is
normally constant so the detail in the water cannot be dynamically created when more
detail is required. The noise algorithms are executed on the CPU and sending the
updated mesh to the GPU for each frame takes time.
Hardware Tessellation
Tessellation (Reynolds, 1996) or triangulation is the process of converting faces or
polygons into triangles, to provide more detail. Diagram 7.2 demonstrates the result of
tessellation. Tessellation rendering is enhanced by using shader techniques on the GPU
pipeline (tessellation stage DirectX 11 pipeline). The GPU pipeline (geometry shaders)
generates extra triangles in the mesh and gives water a more fluid-like appearance.
Other water rendering techniques
Particle systems are computer graphics techniques to simulate moving water and fluid
(Anderson, 2005) for the simulation of rivers (Kipfer et al, 2006), but it cannot be used
to model large water surfaces.
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Height fields (Reynolds, 1999) use 2D images where each pixel represents a floating
point that determines the height of the water surface. Height field simulations of water
are commonly used for fast simulations of the water surface (Yuksel c, 2010). A
variation of the height field is used in the Ogre-RainBath engine. The initial water mesh
used by Hydrax is constructed using a height field and then dynamically changed using
noise algorithms.
7.7 Water across multiple hardware configurations

The RainBath users vary from climate change scientists to urban planners, each with
different computer hardware. It is necessary to have multiple water configurations that
will work across different graphics cards with differing levels of support for shaders.
We decided to use two water configurations in the Ogre-RainBath system for high-end
machines (gaming) and for typical office machines (office).
The office configuration uses three shaders which implement water called office_l,
office_2 and oJfice_3, each shader renders a water mesh with a high level of visual
realism but they are not configurable. The three types of shader support allow it to be
used across a broader range of integrated graphics hardware.
The gaming configuration is used on high-end machines and uses a single shader library
that can be fully customized in Hydrax. The user selects the appearance of the water
required such as flooding, dirty or lake water. The users can create and save their own
custom water configurations but this is not part of Sketch-Up RainBath user interface.
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Gaming water configuration
Hydrax is a plug-in for Ogre that provides highly realistic visual water. Hydrax uses up
to 50 variables to describe the water and can be set using a configuration file, Appendix
Table 0.5 describes each variable. The exact configuration file can be selected by the
user in the Sketch-Up RainBath environment and then rendered by the Ogre-RainBath
engine. The Hydrax visual techniques include:
•

Mesh based rendering.

•

Waves.

•

Realistic Fresnel refraction and reflection effects.

•

Intelligent depth effects based on depth maps, colour extinction as light
goes deeper under the surface and light scattering.

•

Smooth transitions effects: Smooth transitions with all objects in the scene using
the depth map. Outside objects reflect smoothly when entering / leaving water.

•

Sunlight effects (Colour, Position, Sun strength, area)

•

Full underwater effects like underwater reflections, God rays.

•

Foam effects.

•

Vertex and GPU Normals generation.

•

Decals support (place a texture on the water’s surface).

The gaming water configuration has been outlined in detail, the office water
configuration is outlined below.
Office water configuration
The office water configuration is adapted from the Ogre blue-ocean demonstration. The
blue-ocean demo is a mesh water configuration with reflections and is available to use
freely by programmers. The blue-ocean has the advantage of requiring minimal
hardware acceleration but can only represent blue mesh water. It is not within the scope
of this research to expand the ocean demonstration to use configuration files. The visual
effects supported are: mesh based surface, sky and ambient light reflection, waves and
decals. The water rendering techniques have been discussed and mesh, decals and
tessellation can be rendered by Ogre-Hydrax, the creation of the water scenario-element
in Sketch-Up will be outlined.
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Creating the Water scenario-element in Sketch-Up
The user in Sketch-Up RainBath needs to be able to select the water configuration
needed for the scenario. The water user interface presented requires two important
pieces of information, water type and water quality.
The water quality can be set to gaming, office_l, office_2 or office_3 and this
determines the library used when rendering the water. The Ogre-RainBath engine may
override this setting based on the GPU discovered at run time.
If gaming is chosen, the user must also choose the water type. The water type attribute
is the name of the Hydrax configuration file to use. The user interface presents a list of
Hydrax configuration files to choose from. The user can create custom Hydrax water
configurations by modifying a sample file and placing it in the correct directory.
RainBath will automatically pick up the new Hydrax configurations and present them as
choices to the user. RainBath comes with four water configurations files installed: lake,
ocean, flooding and dirty.
To keep the user interface intuitive, the user only selects the water type and water
quality as described. However Ogre requires additional information on the shader to use
for each of the office configurations. The shader to use for each office water
configuration is stored in the file watermodes.cfg.
The functionality to load dynamic Hydrax files at runtime was added to Ogre, previous
it has to be hardcoded. The functionality of using scenario-elements to interaction with
the Hydrax water was also added to Ogre. The benefits allowed different water to be
used for differing scenarios, the user could also change the level and visual properties of
the Hydrax water with the scenario-elements functionality.
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7.8 Conclusion
The RainBath camera scenario-element provides 14 common camera configurations.
These camera configurations allow for a variety of views during the scenario and are
used to dictate what the user sees throughout the narrative. The camera configurations
may then be used at the start of the narrative or in response to a pre-arranged trigger
during the execution of the scenario. This versatility allows the storyteller to hold the
viewers attention around key events.
The vividness of the water is also a key feature in creating visually realistic flooding
scenarios. The scenario creators can choose from a wide range of water effects. They
can also control how the water rises during the scenario using the keyboard. It was a
requirement that the scenarios be visualised on a wide range of machines. In order to
support these conflicting requirements two water configurations were devised.
A gaming configuration that used Hydrax to display highly configurable realistic water,
which can be used on high-end graphics cards. An office configuration that displayed a
non-configurable mesh water and works across a range of lower graphics cards
This chapter concluded the full implementation of the RainBath-Ogre system, the
RainBath-Sketch-Up system was fully implemented in previous chapters. The
enhancements to Sketch-Up allow user to create rapid urban environments with the
City-Up facade creation tool. The user could also create different scenario-elements to
show the required scenario using the RainBath toolbar. The toolbar can then be used to
export the 3D world and scenario-elements to Ogre transparently. The enhancements to
Ogre allow the 3D world and scenario-elements created in Sketch-Up to be initialized.
The user can then interact with the scenario elements and the 3D urban environment,
they can trigger specific scenario-elements like flooding and traffic. This concludes the
implementation section of this work, the next chapter discusses in detail the testing of
both the RainBath Sketch-Up and Ogre systems.
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Chapter 8: Evaluation
8.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an evaluation of the software, which encompasses Sketch-Up,
City Up, Ogre and the RainBath plug-ins created in this research. The evaluation is
carried out by doing extensive system and user testing. It outlines the different types of
testing and the testing done for RainBath, Sketch-Up and Ogre. Testing is the process of
finding bugs and other usability issues in the software before the next major release,
milestone or deliverable. It is important that the RainBath software including Sketch-Up
is tested by the users (planners and geologists), to assess its usefulness and also identify
any usability or training issues. The RainBath software is tested iteratively, using
different test groups and tests to find any new usability issues. The RainBath software is
then updated to reflect any issues highlighted and then goes through regression testing.
The software was also tested on a variety of hardware configurations. Several different
testing methods were assessed for their use in RainBath. We have included testing
throughout the software development life-cycle and outline four testing levels, unit,
integration, system and acceptance testing (Luo, 2010).
Unit Testing
Unit testing is done at the lowest level. It tests the basic unit of software, which is the
smallest testable piece of software, and is often called “unit”, “module”, or
“component” interchangeably (IV & V Australia, 1999). Unit testing was done
informally in this research.
Integration Testing
Integration Testing is performed when two or more tested units are combined into a
larger structure. The test is often done on both the interfaces between the components
and the larger structure being constructed (Orso A, 2005). The integration of Ogre and
Sketch-Up was tested at regular intervals.
System Testing
System Testing tends to affirm the end-to-end quality of the entire system. System test
is often based on the functional requirement of the system (Orso A, 2005).
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Acceptance Testing
Acceptance Testing is done when the completed system is handed over from the
developers to the customers or users (Orso A, 2005). It also gathers confidence that the
system is working as expected, rather than finding specific errors.
The majority of the testing was on usability as the users have little eomputer graphics
experience. The usability evaluation of computer software is an important aspect of
system development (Fitzpatrick, 1999). There are a number of usability evaluation
methods available to HCI (Human Computer Interface) professionals and each of these
methods has different characteristics and are outlined below.
8.2 Usability testing
Usability testing is important and will help find usability problems missed during
development. The software has two different interface systems, the CityUp plug-in for
Sketch-Up and the RainBath-Ogre game engine. One aim of this research is to allow
untrained users complete tasks when using the system for the first time. The usability
testing in this research is constrained by the number of available testers and time.
Observation
A usability evaluation specialist acts as the observer of users as they interact with
computers, noting user successes, difficulties, likes, dislikes, preferences and attitudes.
This method of observation can be subject to bias as the tester records observations. A
variation called the Question-suggestion protocol (Grossman et al, 2009) is used while
doing the observation testing. The tester may not offer to help the user, even if it is
obvious the user is stuck on a step. Instead the user can ask the tester for help and this is
the only case where the tester can help the user. This method is useful in real-world
testing and allows specific learning issues to be identified by the user and recorded by
the tester. A variant of the Question-suggestion method is used during the RainBath
testing.
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Questionnaire
The use of a set of items (questions or statements) to capture statistical data relating to
user profiles, skills, experience, requirements, opinions, preferences and attitudes is
carried out. SUMI is an internationally standardized 50-item questionnaire and can be
carried out before, during or after the testing session. This research uses the SUMI
questionnaire, a subjective method to measure user satisfaction, and hence assess user
perceived software quality (Kirakowski, Porteous and Corbett, 1992). In this research
the SUMI questionnaire is only used to measure user satisfaction.
Interview
An interview is a formal consultation or meeting between a usability evaluation
specialist and users to obtain information about work practices, requirements, opinions,
preferences and attitudes. Several informal inten/iews were carried out in the
requirements gathering stage but were not used for usability testing.
Empirical Methods
Empirical methods allow the testing of a well-defined hypothesis by measuring subject
(user) behaviour while the evaluator manipulates variables. The use of empirical
methods was not in the scope of this research.
User Groups
User groups avail of the wealth of knowledge and experience of organised user and
selected (beta site) end users. A two day workshop was carried out by IMCORE group
with a selection of urban planners, geologists and climate change experts. The
workshops consisted of scenario development and software requirements gathering.
Think aloud testing
Think aloud testing requires subjects to complete software tasks and speak as they do
them (Duncker, 1945). Conversely, gathering data in real-time can be problematic
because think aloud utterances are often incoherent (Ericsson and Simon, 1993). More
articulate responses can generally be drawn from interviews, which take place after the
think aloud protocol is completed. The think aloud testing process is not used in this
research. Our test group consisted of 20 subjects who would need to be recorded
simultaneously and this was not practical.
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Cognitive Walk through
The cognitive walk-through method of usability testing combines software walk
through with cognitive models of learning by exploration (The Herridge Group Inc,
2002). It is a theoretically structured evaluation process in the form of a set of questions
that focus the designers’ attention on individual aspects of an interface. It stresses that
usability testing should take place as early as possible in the design phase, optimally in
conjunction with early prototypes. A cognitive walk-through was carried out using
prototype user interface in the Sketch-Up RainBath system and this is outlined in
Appendix 0.6.
Heuristic Methods
Heuristic methods use a team of usability evaluation specialists to review a product or
prototype in order to confirm its compliance with recognized usability principles and
practice. Xerox (Xerox, 1995) outlines a list of 296 checks categorizing the match
between the system and the real world, user control, consistency and recognizing and
recovering from errors. The Xerox checklist was applied to the Sketch-Up RainBath
user interface and is in Appendix 0.7.
Tasks
Tutorials are documentation in a step by step format that guide novice users through one
or more software functions with a clearly defined purpose. They can range from 10 to
60 minutes in duration. It has been the experience in this research that novice users
attempting tasks, that are usually 15 minutes in duration usually take double that or
longer. This is due to the test writer under-estimating the difficulty of the tutorial
because they are expert users. For testing we adopted the use of short tasks that take
anything from 30 seconds to 10 minutes. Breaking up each software function into
smaller tasks was less frustrating and more rewarding for the user.
8.3 RainBath testing phases
The Sketch-Up RainBath and Ogre-RainBath systems were tested using various
methods above, an overview of the testing is in Table 8.1. RainBath went through four
iterative testing phases. Alpha 1, Alpha 2, Alpha3 and Beta 1.
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Table 8.1: RainBath testing phases.
Phase

Alpha 1

Alpha 2

Alpha 3

Tasks.

Cognitive

Test

Beta 1

walkthrough.

Tasks.

Tasks.

Question suggestion.

Bug reports.

Error rate.

Error rate.

SUMI questionnaire.

Xerox checklist.
Subjects 2

NPL.
2

2

20

8.4 Alpha 1 Testing Iteration
The Alpha 1 iteration was in the prototype development stage and consisted of a
cognitive walk-through and bug reports. The Xerox checklist was also applied to the
interface design.
Cognitive Walk-through 1
It was during the development of the GUI that a cognitive walk- though was carried out
to assess its usability and this is outlined in Table. 8.2.
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Table 8.2 Cognitive walk-though 1.

Goal: Complete the following steps to create a scenario-element.

Task: 1 of 1: The steps the user takes in the Sketch-Up RainBath system to create a scenarioelement.

Step

Action

Problems

1

Select the draw rectangle tool

none

1.1

Draw a rectangle

none

1.2

Select the Push/Pull Tool

none

1.3

Pull the rectangle up

none

1.4

Select the Select tool

none

1.5

Right click selection and ‘Create Group’

none

1.6

Press Create Scenario-element Button

none

User problems
The user did not have problems completing the tasks, but knowing the sequence of steps
in the correct order 1.1 to 1.6 is not obvious. To solve the problem Steps 1 to 1.4 were
automated. An interface automatically created the 3D rectangle where the player was
viewing in Sketch-Up.
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Cognitive walk-through 2
The problems from cognitive walk-though 1 were addressed and cognitive walkthrough
2 was done, results are in Table 8.3.
Table 8.3 Cognitive walk-though 2.

Goal: User creates a path that a vehicle can travel along, by creating a series of paths, model
and train scenario-elements and then setting their attributes appropriately.

Task 1 of 2: Create a series of linked paths.

Step

Action

Problems

1

Select the draw line tool

none

1.1

Draw a series of connected lines.

none

1.2

Press Create Path-builder Button

none

1.3

Enter following information.

none

Name [string]. Type [select from list]. Velocity [select from list]
,Speed [string]
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Task 2 of 2: Create Train Scenario-element.

ID

Action

Problems

2.1

Select Train from Task 1 dialog box

Task 1 is repetitive.

2.2

Enter following information

The user needs to type the name of the

Name [string]

Path-builder in 2.2 into the Next path

Initial state [select from list]

appended with ‘O’. This can lead to

Next path [string]

confusion.

Speed [string]
Target [select from list]
Direction [string]

User problems
The user will need to complete two tasks to complete this goal. This can be confusing
and time consuming. It was concluded that the two tasks should be combined into one
user interface. The interface for input in step 2.2 was redesigned to make it more
intuitive for the user.
Bug reports

Encouraging fatal errors to be reported by users that were not complete novices meant
that later testing could concentrate on usability rather than finding errors in the
software. Users were asked to complete simple tasks and fill out bug report forms. A
summary of two bug reports Table 8.4 and Table 8.5 are shown below and the full bug
reports are in Appendix 0.8.
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Table 8.4: Bug report 1.
Severity: Minor
Problem summary: Sample folder path in step I under “CitylJp create buildings” is not
correct.
Reproduce problem:
Click on “Help” button in the RainBath toolbar.
Go to “CityUp create buildings” chapter.
In Step 1 the path is “Google SketchUp\PluginsPlugins\RainBath\samples” but the path
on the fde system is “Google SketchUp\PluginsPlugins\mapeditor\samples”.

Table 8.5: Bug report 2.
Bug Report 2
Severity: Serious
Problem summary: Some facades are not generated correctly.
Reproduce problem:
Create a city with Building Height Calculator.
Create first facade by selecting a face.
Click on “Facade Builder” button in RainBath menu.
Click Refresh then OK.
Create a second facade by selecting adjacent face.
Click on “FacadeBuilder” button in RainBath menu.
A dialog will show up asking to select four comers of the face.
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Select four comers and press OK.
Facade Information dialog will show up.
Press Refresh and OK.
Facade will be collapsed.

Each bug was fixed and the fixes went through regression testing.
Xerox Heuristic Evaluation Checklist for User Interface Design
The Xerox system checklist is a list of common user interface heuristics which was used
as a guideline while designing the Sketch-Up RainBath UI. The full list is in Appendix
0.8 and an overview is presented below. It was not possible to implement all of the
guidelines as some could not be implemented in Sketch-Up. The following could not be
applied (keyboard shortcuts, selected and non-selected icons, feedback when function
keys are pressed, tasks less than one second and undo functionality).
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8.5 Alpha 2 Testing Iteration
The Alpha 2 testing iteration was carried out after all the RainBath features were
implemented, which allowed the testing of each feature with different users and enabled
the collection of major usability issues.
Tasks
Four subjects were asked to complete several simple tasks (short tutorials) ranging in
duration from 1 to 10 minutes each, simple tasks were chosen to avoid frustration. Each
task represents an important feature on the RainBath toolbar. An overview of the tasks
is in Table 8.6 and full details are in Appendix 0.9. The allowed time to complete the
tasks was 120 minutes and subjects were not allowed help each other. The Questionsuggestion protocol was used and an expert user was available to answer any questions
the users had, but were not allowed offer help. Each user took approximately 110
minutes to complete the 11 tasks. None of the users had prior Sketch-Up training.
Table 8.6: Task list.
Task

Description

Duration
(minutes)

Difficulty

1: Sketch-Up basics

Outlines the basic Sketch-Up
functionality.

2

easy

2: RainBath toolbar

Outlines the RainBath toolbar

1

easy

Use City-Up to create a building
facade.

2

easy

4: RainBath save scenario

How to save a scenario file.

1

easy

5: RainBath play scenario

How to play a scenario in Ogre.

2

easy

6: RainBath create water

How to create flooding water.

2

easy

7: RainBath create model

Add an ambulance model to the
scenario.

2

easy

8: RainBath create route

Create a path for the ambulance to
travel along.

10

moderate

9: RainBath create light

Add a light to the scenario

2

easy

10: RainBath create sky

Change the sky in the scenario

2

easy

11: RainBath create camera

Create a camera to focus on an
ambulance

10

difficult

3: RainBath building facade
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Task Results
The results focus on problems in the task description itself which are, the steps or the
user interface being unclear. The user’s questions and observations are below.
•

Task 1: Subject had difficulty recognizing the shapes they had drawn, as the
outline of the buildings on the map was a similar colour and lines of similar
thickness.

•

Task 2: Some of the icons on the RainBath toolbar were difficult to distinguish,
the subject thought the ‘+’ symbol denoted RainBath.

•

Task 3: Subject had difficulty clicking on the blue faces. When subject clicked
the face it was highlighted blue. Subject was unclear if they could input custom
values in the facade dialog box.

•

Task 4: When asked to select File and Save, the subject expected a dialog box.
similar to action File and SaveAs. Subject was asked to input a date, subject felt
the system should enter this.

•

Task 5: Don’t have Ogre dialog display, just play the demonstration.

•

Task 6: The water was too transparent and could not be seen. Water also
appeared too high and covered the buildings.
User drew a rectangle over the entire world as they though this is where the
water would cover, this is incorrect.

•

Task 7: User had difficulty finding the model scenario-element 3D purple cube
they had just created.

•

Task 8: Subject had difficulty seeing the lines they had drawn as they blended
into the world. Subject did not know how to deselect the draw tool.

•

Task 9: Give the user default values for the red, green, blue attributes when
creating a light scenario-element.

•

Task 11: Set default height values for the camera scenario-element so the user
can see their ambulance created in previous task.

The subject’s questions highlighted issues where they had no prior Sketch-Up training.
The user needs a minimum level of training in Sketch-Up before they can start using the
RainBath functions.
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8.6 Alpha 3 Testing Iteration
The major usability issues in the Tasks above were fixed, and Task 1 and 3 were
rewritten for the Alpha 3 iteration. The tasks were improved using the Alpha 2 feedback
and task 2 was removed, users felt it was unhelpful. A new task (Sketch-Up basics) was
designed to show the user the basic Sketch-Up functionality needed before they could
begin the RainBath tasks. The same subjects were used in Alpha 1 and 2. The full task
details are in Appendix 0.9.
Results
Subjects skipped task 1 (Sketch-Up basics) as they were experts in Sketch-Up and
finished the tasks in under 30 minutes. This highlights that some prior issues were due
to the users not having Sketch-Up expertise. The feedback from the Questionsuggestion protocol is
•

Task 2: Subject started clicking each button on the RainBath toolbar and had
difficulty seeing the ViewScenario-element Clipboard icon.

•

Task 3; The City-Up tool did not work correctly and created inverted facades.

•

Task 6: Subject did not know they needed to draw a box using the pencil tool
around the buildings for the water.
Subject thought buttons FI and F2 controlled the water while playing the
scenario. The correct keys E and F were over looked and should be changed to
‘+’ and

•

keys.

Task 11: Subject had difficulty finding the create camera icon on the RainBath
toolbar.

The above issues were fixed and the icons contrast was improved.
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8.7 Beta 1 Testing Iteration
The Beta 1 testing phase involves the target users, planners, geologists and climate
change researchers. There are four variants of test subjects each with different levels of
Sketch-Up experience (no experience, beginner, intermediate, expert) and each level of
experience was not known at test time. Prior communication with subjects was not
possible and so all were classified as having no experience.
The testing configuration consisted of the tasks in Alpha 2 with implemented feedback
from the previous test subjects. There were 20 simultaneous tests carried out by 20
subjects in one room and the Question-suggestion protocol was used. The subjects were
not part of the previous Alpha testing. The outline of the room is in Appendix 0.10 and
there were four expert users present. Think aloud testing cannot be used in this testing
session as recording 20 simultaneous subjects in one room is problematic. A softcopy of
the tasks was distributed to subjects to complete for the test and is in Appendix 0.9. The
subjects’ screens were also recorded using (Camstudio, 2010) for further analysis. The
testing session lasted 90 minutes and SUMI questionnaires were completed immediately
after the time period. The results from this test will be analyzed using the NPL and
SUMI software metrics.
8.8 Calculating usability metrics
It is important to quantify the results as the metrics can identify usability issues other
than just those listed by the tester. The metrics are Task Effectiveness, User Effiency
and Relative User Effiency and are gathered using the NPL Performance Measurement
Method (Rengger et al, 1993) (Serco,1995). Each task is analyzed using the TES
system, task effectiveness, user efficiency and relative user efficiency as outlined by
(BevanN, 1995).
Task Effectiveness (TES) determines how correctly and completely the goals have been
achieved in the context of the task. TES is a function of the quantity and quality of the
task. The Quality is how well the tasks were achieved and is measured objectively as
the percentage of the control parameters, which have been altered from their default
values by the end of the task. Quality is measured by defining an optimal path, with
weighted alternatives and penalty actions (help or explorative search). The optimum
path is the highest quality and the user is penslised for straying from the optimal path,
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The Task Effectiveness Diagram Table 8.7 outlines how a task was completed out of
100%, 100% meaning that it was completed with maximum effectiveness, 0% meaning
not completed effectively. Tasks 1 to 5 were completed with greater than 80%
effectiveness. Tasks 6 to 10 were completed with less than 70 %.
The Task Quality Diagram Table 8.7 outlines the quality of the output of each task. All
output from completed tasks had a quality of greater than 90%, however tasks 5 to 10
had lower quality output.
The Relative User Efficiency (RUE) Diagram Table 8.7 compares an expert user's
efficiency to a new user. This allows comparisons between the expert and the new user.
Tasks 2 (RainBath Toolbar), 4 (Save Scenario) and 9 (Add Light Scenario-element)
take relatively the same time for new and expert users. The deviation in task 1 (SketchUp Basics) reflects the learning process of the user. There is a big deviation for tasks 6
(Add Water Scenario-element), 7 (Add Model Scenario-element) and 8 (Create Route)
suggesting they can be completed more efficiently by an expert user.
The User Efficiency Diagram Table 8.7 outlines the effectiveness or number of
mistakes while completing a task. Task 1 (Sketch-Up Basics) was a training task and a
low efficiency is expected. Tasks 3 (Create Building Facade), 5 (Play Scenario), 6 (Add
Water Scenario-element), 7 (Add Model Scenario-element), 8 (Create Route) and 9
(Add Light Scenario-element) were completed with a low efficiency which suggests
either the tasks directions were unclear or that the non-optimal user interface heuristics
contributed to the poor efficiency.
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Question-suggestion protocol
The following questions and errors were observed as the user completed each task.
Tasks with more than four user errors are in Task 3 see Table 8.8 and Task 8 see Table
8.9.
Table 8.8: Task 3 City-Up Question-suggestion protocol results.
Problem description

Subjects

Subject made City-Up dialog full screen, which hindered their view of the
scene.

5

Subject did not use City-Up tool on all the orange faces.

3

Subject clicked City-Up button, which caused Sketch-Up to crash.

1

Subject clicked on the Height Calculator Quick instead of City-Up button.

4

Subject clicked on the Camera Quick instead of City-Up button.

1

Subject could not see selected facade and some users zoomed in manually.

6

Subject had difficulty selecting the orange face.

3

Subject selected a face with greater than four vertices and the eomplex CityUp UI was displayed.

3

Subject did not scroll all the way down to the correct scenario-element.

3
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Table 8.9: Task 8 Create Route Question-suggestion protocol results.
Problem description

Subjects

The Sketch-Up RainBath system did not create the train scenario-element in
the world.

1

Subject selected all the lines in the path and tried to use the RainBath
PathBuilder tool.

2

Subject had to make the ambulance speed slower.

2

Subject did not select any line while clicking on the RainBath PathBuilder
tool.

3

Subject did not select the ambulance scenario-element when using RainBath
PathBuilder tool.

1

Subject inserted an incorrect value into the direction field. The system did
not catch this. The system did not crash either.

1

Subject had difficulty finding the Route task icon on the RainBath toolbar.

1

Subject was unaware that the train scenario-element was working correctly
and kept redoing the task.

1
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Satisfaction questionnaire
Immediately after the testing session all subjects completed a SUMI satisfaction
questionnaire and it has the following metrics. A global scale is calculated from the
SUMI questionnaire, it is a percentage out of 100 and gives an accurate general view of
the user’s perception of usability. It has a mean of 50% and a standard deviation of
10%. The ICA (Item Consensual Analysis) (Sevan et al, 1994) (SUMI UCC, 2012) is
used that allows the categorization of items that are significantly better or worse than
the standard deviation. This gives an indication of specific aspects of the software
which people consistently like or dislike. The following items were measured using
ICA Table 8.10 lists the categorized questions which do not fit into the standard
deviation and give insight into the satisfaction.
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Table 8.10: SUMI categorized questions outside standard deviation.
Dissatisfaction

Satisfaction
The instructions and prompts are helpful.

The software has at some time stopped
unexpectedly

I enjoy the time I spend using this software.

Working with this software is satisfying.

The way that system information is presented is
clear and understandable.
Working with this software is mentally
stimulating.
Tasks can be performed in a straight forward
manner using this software.
The organisation of the menus seems quite
logical.
It is relatively easy to move from one part of a
task to another.

The SUMI questionnaire results state, on average there is a high level of satisfaction on
many aspects of the software as detailed above, a certain level of dissatisfaction arose as
the software has stopped unexpectedly at times.
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8.9 Conclusion
The RainBath visualisation tool went through four different iterations of testing Alpha
1, Alpha 2, Alpha 3 and Beta 1. Alpha 1 consisted of a cognitive walkthrough, bug
reports from subjects and the Xerox GUI checklist. The cognitive walkthrough
identified issues with icons that were addressed, bugs reported were fixed and key GUI
elements identified by the Xerox checklist were implemented such as tooltips.
The Alpha 2 iteration consisted of subjects completing the improved tasks and the error
rate was counted. The most serious errors were fixed, such as City-up crashing as well
as minor items such as wording of menu items.
The Alpha 3 iteration again consisted of subjects completed improved tasks from Alpha
2 and the errors were also counted. Serious usability issues were found with the tasks
and the create scenario-element task required simplification.
The Beta 1 iteration consisted of 20 subjects, each subject was given 10 tasks to
complete and their screens were recorded. After the testing session each subject
completed a SUMl questionnaire. The subjects screen recording were then analyzed and
NPL metrics were gathered. The SUMl questionnaire concluded RainBath pleasurable
to work with and had a high level of satisfaction. However there was a certain level of
dissatisfaction as the RainBath software froze at times.
The high rate of satisfaction with the RainBath software in the last testing phase is
partly due to the extent of early testing and the identification of a series of tasks that
matched how the user thought about the development of scenarios.
The use of metrics in the latest phase of testing with a large group of subjects has
identified tasks that are easy to complete, and which may need to be re-examined. These
metrics allow for the quantifying of errors made by the user during difficult tasks and so
may identify where changes are required. Altogether the range of testing carried out has
benefited the overall quality of the software and the satisfaction rate encountered. The
success of the RainBath tool allows the discussion of what was achieved and how the
research could be developed in the future in Chapter 9.

Chapter 9: Conclusions
9.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss what was achieved in this research and how the project could
be developed in the future. The tool RainBath was created as part of this research, and
consists of Sketch-Up and Ogre. RainBath allows the creation of 3D interactive
visualisations based on iterative scenario development.
9.2 Scenario-elements
The RainBath toolkit allows for the rapid visualisation of scenarios with a particular
emphasis on showing flooding in a urban environment. The scenarios consist of Cork
city under differing flooding conditions and demonstrating any possible effects on light
traffic. With these scenarios in mind the key scenario elements supported are water,
traffic, lights and sky.
9.3 Enhancing Sketch-Up
A key goal of the research was to create a single environment for the development and
viewing of scenarios. The following features were added to Sketch-Up:
Allow users to describe scenario-elements.
Toolbar with access to the most commonly used features.
Allow the user to play the scenario from Sketch-Up seamlessly.
An offline help system with example tasks.
A rich user interface for all RainBath and scenario-element functionality.
City-Up, a tool for rapidly creating building facades.
Pre-defme vehicle routes by drawing them onto the 3D scene.
This was done by enhancing Sketch-Up to allow the user describe the elements in a
scenario. The user can also view their current scenario instantly as a visualisation in
Ogre using the new RainBath toolbar.
A toolbar was added to SketchUp for the rapid creation of scenario-elements which
define a scenario. The play button allows the user move easily between the scenario
development and the interactive scenario viewing mode. The scenario creation process
works seamlessly with the Sketch-Up environment. An embedded offline help system
with tutorials was also developed to support first time users. RainBath uses a rich user
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interface throughout with appropriate icons to reduce cognitive load. The new interface
can also be used to rapidly create building facades.
A building automation tool called City-Up was developed to speed up the creation time
for building facades. This meant urban environments could be rapidly created to show
flooding. City-Up is a facade automation tool which allows the specification of,
windows, doors, floors and fascias on building facades. The style of facade, doors,
fascias and windows can also specified and City-Up optimises and reuses texture
information for faster rendering.
The play button on the RainBath toolbar means the user can develop scenarios
iteratively by moving back and forth between Sketch-Up and Ogre visualisation
environment. The users were unaware of the different processes in the background and
moved with ease between both environments. An intuitive user interface was also
developed to help the user define routes for moving vehicles. The user draws the route
using the pencil tool in Sketch-Up and then chooses a vehicle and assigns a starting
position and speed.
9.4 Ogre Features
The visualisation tool Ogre was used to display the 3D environment and Hydrax was
used to display the flooding, however the interactive scenario-elements needed to be
added to Ogre. The Ogre enhancements included:
Reading the scenario files exported from Sketch-Up.
Interactive scenario-elements using a trigger system.
An in game water level HUD showing the current level of flooding.
Keyboard controlled water and water configurations for differing GPUs.
Hydrax was modified to load dynamic water configuration files.
A camera system was added.
Screen capturing for video playback.
Light traffic with realistic vehicles from the Google 3D-Warehouse.
A scenario-element system was implemented in Ogre, which allows Ogre work with the
.skp files created by Sketch-Up. The additional game engine functionality allows the
scenario-elements to be displayed as the user interacts with the 3D scenario.
A water level HUD was created that dynamically displays the water level. While in
Ogre the user may raise or lower the water level using the keyboard. Two types of water
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implementations are supported that allows the same scenario to be viewed on both high
end and basic office computers. The water effects using Hydrax can be customized and
this level of configuration is available when defining a scenario.
A dynamic camera system was developed that allows for a wide range of camera
control. The exact sequence of camera shots may be defined as part of the scenario.
Ogre was enhanced to allow the user to save the scenario as it can be played as a series
of images. Support for moving vehicles was also added to Ogre which allows for the
animation of light traffic along key routes. This system is also adopted to have moving
lights and cameras.
9.5 Testing
The RainBath and Ogre systems were incrementally tested using bug reports, cognitive
walk-though, Xerox software checklists and group testing.
During the prototype stage bug tests were earned out and major issues were identified
and resolved. A cognitive walk-though was also carried out which helped identify
usability issues when users completed tasks.
The high rate of satisfaction with the RainBath software in final testing phase is partly
due to the earlier testing, and the identification of a series of tasks that matched how the
user developed scenarios.
9.6 How the project could be developed in the future
During the development of RainBath certain features were omitted due to time and
performance constraints. However if this research had unlimited time and resources the
following features could be added to RainBath. The additional features include saving
movies as video files, improved dynamic sky, the animation of boats on water and
animated people.
The saving of movie files to disk would be a future enhancement, whereby the user can
select the type of movie file to save before playing the scenario.
A dynamic sky plugin for Ogre was reviewed called Caelum (Caelum, 2010) which
provided, sky colour, sun and moon phases and cloud layers. Because of constraints on
the GPU, Hydrax water and Caelum sky could not be used together. Hydrax was
adopted because water was a key feature. Adapting Caelum to run smoothly with
Hydrax would be a useful visualisation feature in Ogre-RainBath.
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Ogre-RainBath does not have any physics in the game engine. The addition of softphysics for example, gravity for the player would provide more realistic navigation. The
addition of physics to the scenario was outside the scope of this research and is not
relevant to scenario development. At present it's not possible to create vehicle routes on
water and have boats follow the route. The addition of craft on the water would be a
useful feature and would require implementing buoyancy.
At present the RainBath system only works on Windows based operating systems, and
Ogre and Sketch-Up both run on OS X operating systems. However the interprocess
communication between Sketch-Up and Ogre is not cross platform, this could be
developed in future implementations.
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Appendix 0.1 List of validation characters and validation error messages.
Character

Validation check and error message presented to the user.

0

Not blank. “The inputbox.name cannot be blank”

1

Less then 25 characters. “The inputbox.name cannot have more then 25
characters”.

2

No spaces. “The inputbox.nam.e cannot contain '' space characters”.

3

Number (any format). “The inputbox.name must be a number”.

4

Number less then 255 . “The inputbox.name must be less then 255”.

5

Number bigger then 0. “The inputbox.name must be bigger then 0”.

6

Only characters a-z, A-Z and 0 to 9.
“The inputbox.name can only contain characters a-z, A-Z and 0 to 9,
please remove character inputbox.char[incorrect_character]”

7

Only float number. “The inputbox.name must be a decimal.”

8

Number must be in integer. “The inputbox.name must be a whole number.”

9

Number less then 360. “The inputbox.name must be less then 360”.

i

Ignore this input for validation.
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Appendix 0.4: Camera Configuration Table
Appendix 0.4: Camera configurations table
Camera configuration

Scenario-elements required

Ariel

Camera

Birds eye shot

Camera, Model

Crane shot

Camera, Train

Dolly zoome

Camera, Train

Dutch angle

Camera, Train

Establishing shot

Camera

Follow shot

Camera, Train, Model

High-angle shot

Camera, Model

Low-angle shot

Camera, Model

Long take

Camera, Train or Model

Point of view shot

Camera

Panning tilt

Camera, Train

Tracking shot

Camera, Train, Model
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Appendix 0.5: Hydrax Water Configuration Variables
Appendix 0.5: Hydrax water configuration variables
Hydrax version

Position

PlanesError

ShaderMode

FullReflectionDisyance

GlobalTransparency

NormalDistortation

WaterColor

SunPosition

SunStrength

SunArea

SunColor

FoamMaxDistance

FoamScale

FoamStart

F oamT ransparency

DepthLimit

SmoothPower

CausticsScale

CausticsPower

CausticsEnd

GodRaysExposure

GodRaysIntensity

GodRaysSpeed

GodRaysNumberOfRays

GodRaysSize

GodRayslntersections

RttQualityReflecton

RttQualityRefraction

Rtt Quality Depth

RttQualityURNDepth

RttQualityNormalMap

Module

PGChoppyStrength

PGChoppy Waves

PGComplexity

PG Elevation

PGForceRecalculateGeometry

PGSmooth

PGStrength
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Noise

PerlinOctaves

Perlin Scale

Perlin Falloff

Perlin AnimSpeed

Perlin TimeMulti

Perlin GPU Strength

Perlin LOD Parameters
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Appendix 0.6 RainBath Cognative Walkthrough
Appendix 0.6: RainBath cognative walkthrough
ID
1

Tester problem

Changes

User had difficulty recognizing the shapes they

Line was made 2 X thicker.

had drawn, as the outline of the buildings on the
map were a similar colour. Lines were of

Line was coloured red.

similar thickness.
2

When asked to File and Save, the user expected

This was changed to

a dialog box. Similar to action File and Save as.

"‘Select File and Save As”.
This displays a save dialog
prompt.

3

User had difficulty clicking on the blue faces,

User opens a pre-existing

as when they clicked it was highlighted blue.

map with red faces to
select. These only have
four edges.

4

User selected some faces with more then 4

User opens a pre-existing

edges, this made the select edges dialog appear.

map with red faces to

This was not in the task and confused the user.

select. These only have
four edges.

5

6

7

User was asked for the date, they felt the

Date automatically added

system should enter this.

to Save Scenario.

When asked to fill in the free field, user though

Free field changed to

this was optional as the name suggested. But

Scenario location. This

the system forced the user to input data.

must be entered.

Don’t have Ogre dialog display, just play the
demonstration.
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8

The water was too transparent, user could not

3 different types of water

see water. Water also appear to high.

configuration available to
user.

9

User drew a rectangle over the entire map as

This is explained in a

they though this is where the water would

tutorial.

cover.
10

11

For model. User had difficulty finding the

User asked to use

purple entity cube.

EntityClipboard instead.

When user drew a line they had difficulty

Drawing line has been

seeing it as it blended into the map. They did

changed to red. A Google

not know how to deselected the draw tool.

Sketch-Up task teaches
these basics.

12

13

Don’t tell user to select the ambulance, as they

User told to select

could have created a truck in the previous task.

ambulance 1.mesh in task.

For Light. Give user default values for the red,

Gave user default values.

green, blue attributes. Give them the normal
values.
14

For Camera. Give default height values for the

Gave user default value.

task so the user can see their ambulance.
Possibly make this over the city.
15

User did not know how to rotate around the

A Google Sketch-Up task

scene. Possibly add Sketch-Up basics as a task

teaches these basics.

Use a simpler map, too much detail and too
many buildings. Use a map with only three
buildings and no parks etc.
16

17

After RainBath install start Sketch-Up

Installing RainBath task

automatically.

has been removed.

Task 1. Only show the icons of the tools the

Descriptions of icons not

user will need.

used have been removed
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from the task
18

For CityUp. User was unclear if they could use

A new skp file was created.

their own values in the facade dialog box.

Buildings to use have

Select what facades to use, as this makes

facades in orange.

navigation easier in the viewer.
19

For Saving. Save Scenario dialog window does

Fixed, removed from task.

not have Path field and no filename.
20

All tasks. When asking the user to “Select the X Not changed.
tool on the RainBath toolbar” just ask them to
select the icon. Don’t mention RainBath.

21

Task 5. Give a handout that they user can have

Documents will be printed.

the keyboard controls and take notes of items
that are unclear.
22

Task 5. Only explain the minimum controls to

Non essential keys were

the user, having ail the controls can lead to

removed from task.

confusion.
23

For Entity editing. Make the user use the

This has been changed so it

EntityClipboard screen.

no longer affects the task.

The camera appeared under the model, this
confused the user as they could not find their
model.
24

25

For PathBuilder. User had difficulty creating

Using Sketch-Up basics

arcs.

task.

BUG. Sometimes the train did not appear in the
entity list when the PathBuilder was used.

26

27

All tasks. Make a clear gap between the steps in

Each step was given a

each task.

different colour.

Some of the icons on the RainBath toolbar were

‘+’ symbol has been

hard to see, the user though the ‘+’ symbol

removed from most of the
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28

denoted RainBath.

icons.

For Saving. Save Scenario dialog window does

Fixed, removed from task.

not have Path field and no filename.
29

Add icons to the EntityClipboard web dialog

30

Make water appear under the player line
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Appendix 0.7: Eerox Evaluation Checklist
Appendix 0.7: Xerox evaluation checklist
l.Visibilty of system status
Review
Does every display begin with a title or header that describes screen
contents?
Is there a consistent icon design scheme and stylistic treatment across
the system?

Y N NA

X

X

Is a single, selected icon clearly visible when surrounded by unselected

X

icons?
Do menu instructions, prompts, and error messages appear in the same
place(s) on each menu?
In multipage data entry screens, is each page labeled to show its
relation to others?
If overtype and insert mode are both available, is there a visible
indication of which one the user is in?
If pop-up windows are used to display error messages, do they allow
the user to see the field in error ?
Is there some form of system feedback for every operator action?

X

X

X

X

X

After the user completes an action (or group of actions), does the

X

feedback indicate that the next group of actions can be started?
Is there visual feedback in menus or dialog boxes about which choices
are selectable?
Is there visual feedback in menus or dialog boxes about which choice
the cursor is on now?
If multiple options can be selected in a menu or dialog box, is there
visual feedback about which options are already selected?

X

X

X
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Is there visual feedback when objects are selected or moved?

X

Is the current status of an icon clearly indicated?

X
X

Is there feedback when function keys are pressed?
If there are observable delays (greater than fifteen seconds) in the

X

system's response time, is the user kept informed of the system’s
progress?
Are response times appropriate to the task?

X

Typing, cursor motion, mouse selection: 50-1 50 milliseconds

X
X

Simple, frequent tasks: less than 1 second
Common tasks: 2-4 seconds

X

Complex tasks: 8-12 seconds

X

Are response times appropriate to the user’s cognitive processing?

X

Continuity of thinking is required and information must be remembered

X

throughout several responses: less than two seconds.
High levels of concentration aren’t necessary and remembering

X

information is not required: two to fifteen seconds.
Is the menu-naming terminology consistent with the user’s task
domain?

X

Does the system provide visibility: that is, by looking, can the user tell
X

the state of the system
and the alternatives for action?
Do GUI menus make obvious which item has been selected?
Do GUI menus make obvious whether deselection is possible?

X
X

If users must navigate between multiple screens, does the system use
context labels, menu maps,

X

and place markers as navigational aids?
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2. Visibility of system status
Are icons concrete and familiar?

X

Are menu choices ordered in the most logical way, given the user, the
item names, and the task

X

Variables?
If there is a natural sequence to menu choices, has it been used?

X

Do related and interdependent fields appear on the same screen?

X

If shape is used as a visual cue, does it match cultural conventions?

X

Do the selected colors correspond to common expectations about color

X

codes?
When prompts imply a necessary action, are the words in the message
consistent with that action?

X

Do keystroke references in prompts match actual key names?

X

On data entry screens, are tasks described in terminology familiar to

X

users?
Are field-level prompts provided for data entry screens?
For question and answer interfaces, are questions stated in clear, simple
language?

X

X

Do menu choices fit logically into categories that have readily

X

understood meanings?
Are menu titles parallel grammatically?
Does the command language employ user jargon and avoid computer
jargon?

X

X

Are command names specific rather than general?

X

Does the command language allow both full names and abbreviations?

X

Are input data codes meaningful?

X
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Have uncommon letter sequences been avoided whenever possible?

X

Does the system automatically enter leading or trailing spaces to align

X

decimal points?
Does the system automatically enter a dollar sign and decimal for

X

monetary entries?
Does the system automatically enter commas in numeric values greater

X

than 9999?
Do GUI menus offer activation: that is, make obvious how to say Onow
do it"?

X

Has the system been designed so that keys with similar names do not
perform opposite (and

X

potentially dangerous) actions?
Are function keys labeled clearly and distinctively, even if this means
breaking consistency rules?

X

3 User control and freedom
If setting up windows is a low-frequency task, is it particularly easy to

X

remember?

00

In systems that use overlapping windows, is it easy for users to

X

rearrange windows on the screen?

00

In systems that use overlapping windows, is it easy for users to switch

X

between windows?

00

When a user’s task is complete, does the system wait for a signal from
the user before processing?

Can users type-ahead in a system with many nested menus?

0
X
0
00
X

Are users prompted to confirm commands that have drastic, destructive

X

consequences?

00
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Is there an "undo" function at the level of a single action, a data entry,

0

and a complete group of

X

Actions?

0

Can users cancel out of operations in progress?

Are character edits allowed in commands?

X
00
00
X

Can users reduce data entry time by copying and modifying existing

X

data?

00

Are character edits allowed in data entry fields?

If menu lists are long (more than seven items), can users select an item
either by moving the
cursor or by typing a mnemonic code?

X
00

00
X

If the system uses a pointing device, do users have the option of either

0

clicking on menu items or

X

using a keyboard shortcut?

0

Are menus broad (many items on a menu) rather than deep (many menu

00

levels)?

X

If the system has multiple menu levels, is there a mechanism that
allows users to go back to
previous menus?

00
X

If users can go back to a previous menu, can they change their earlier

00

menu choice?

X

Can users move forward and backward between fields or dialog box

X

options?

00

If the system has multipage data entry screens, can users move
backward and forward among all
the pages in the set?

X
00
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If the system uses a question and answer interface, can users go back to

00

previous questions or

X

skip forward to later questions?
Do function keys that can cause serious consequences have an undo

X

feature?

00
X

Can users easily reverse their actions?

00

If the system allows users to reverse their actions, is there a retracing

0

mechanism to allow for

X

multiple undos ?

0
X

Can users set their own system, session, file, and screen defaults?

00
X

If setting up windows is a low-frequency task, is it particularly easy to
remember?
4. Consistancy and standards
Have industry or company formatting standards been followed
consistently in all screens within a

X

System?
Has a heavy use of all uppercase letters on a screen been avoided?

X

Do abbreviations not include punctuation?

X

Are integers right-justified and real numbers decimal-aligned?

X

Are icons labeled?

X

Are there no more than twelve to twenty icon types?

X

Are there salient visual cues to identify the active window?

X

Does each window have a title?

X

Are vertical and horizontal scrolling possible in each window?

X
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Does the menu structure match the task structure?

X

Have industry or company standards been established for menu design,
and are they applied

X

consistently on all menu screens in the system?
Are menu choice lists presented vertically?

X

If "exit" is a menu choice, does it always appear at the bottom of the

X

list?
Are menu titles either centered or left-justified?
Are menu items left-justified, with the item number or mnemonic
preceding the name?

X

X

Do embedded field-level prompts appear to the right of the field label?

X

Do on-line instructions appear in a consistent location across screens?

X

Are field labels and fields distinguished typographically?

X

Are field labels consistent from one data entry screen to another?

X

Are fields and labels left-justified for alpha lists and right-justified for

X

numeric lists?
Do field labels appear to the left of single fields and above list fields?

X

Are attention-getting techniques used with care?

X

Intensity: two levels only

X

Size: up to four sizes

X

Font: up to three

X

Blink: two to four hertz

X

Color: up to four (additional colors for occasional use only)

X

Sound: soft tones for regular positive feedback, harsh for rare critical
conditions

X
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Are attention-getting techniques used only for exceptional conditions or
for time-dependent

X

Information?
Are there no more than four to seven colors, and are they far apart
along the visible spectrum?

X

Is a legend provided if color codes are numerous or not obvious in

X

meaning?
Have pairings of high-chroma, spectrally extreme colors been avoided?

X

Are saturated blues avoided for text or other small, thin line symbols?
Is the most important information placed at the beginning of the
prompt?
Are user actions named consistently across all prompts in the system?
Are system objects named consistently across all prompts in the
system?
Do field-level prompts provide more information than a restatement of
the field name?
For question and answer interfaces, are the valid inputs for a question
listed?

X

X

X

X

X

X

Are menu choice names consistent, both within each menu and across
the system, in grammatical

X

style and terminology?
Does the structure of menu choice names match their corresponding
menu titles?
Are commands used the same way, and do they mean the same thing, in
all parts of the system?

X

Does the command language have a consistent, natural, and mnemonic
syntax?
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Do abbreviations follow a simple primary rule and, if necessary, a
X

simple secondary rule for
abbreviations that otherwise would be duplicates?
Is the secondary rule used only when necessaiy?

X

Are abbreviated words all the same length?

X

Is the structure of a data entry value consistent from screen to screen?

X

Is the method for moving the cursor to the next or previous field
consistent throughout the

X

System?
If the system has multipage data entry screens, do all pages have the

X

same title?
If the system has multipage data entry screens, does each page have a

X

sequential page number?
Does the system follow industry or company standards for function key

X

assignments?
X

Are high-value, high-chroma colors used to attract attention?
5. Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover From Errors

X

Is sound used to signal an error?
Are prompts stated constructively, without overt or implied criticism of
the user?

X

Do prompts imply that the user is in control?

X

Are prompts brief and unambiguous.

X

Are error messages worded so that the system, not the user, takes the
blame?
If humorous error messages are used, are they appropriate and
inoffensive to the user population?

X

X
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Are error messages grammatically correct?

X

Do error messages avoid the use of exclamation points?

X

Do error messages avoid the use of violent or hostile words?

X

Do error messages avoid an anthropomorphic tone?

X

Do all error messages in the system use consistent grammatical style,
form, terminology, and

X

Abbreviations?
Do messages place users in control of the system?

X
X

Does the command language use normal action-object syntax?
Does the command language avoid arbitrary, non-English use of
punctuation, except for symbols

X

that users already know?
If an error is detected in a data entry field, does the system place the
cursor in that field or

X

highlight the error?
Do error messages inform the user of the error’s severity?

X

Do error messages suggest the cause of the problem?

X

Do error messages provide appropriate semantic information?

X

Do error messages provide appropriate syntactic information?

X

Do error messages indicate what action the user needs to take to correct
the error?
If the system supports both novice and expert users, are multiple levels
of error-message detail available?

X

X

6 Error preventition
If the database includes groups of data, can users enter more than one
group on a single screen?

X
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Have dots or underscores been used to indicate field length?

X

Is the menu choice name on a higher-level menu used as the menu title

X

of the lower-level menu?
Are menu choices logical, distinctive, and mutually exclusive?
Are data inputs case-blind whenever possible?

X
X

If the system displays multiple windows, is navigation between

X

windows simple and visible?
Are the function keys that can cause the most serious consequences in

X

hard-to-reach positions?
Are the function keys that can cause the most serious consequences
located far away from low consequence

X

and high-use keys?
Has the use of qualifier keys been minimized?

X

If the system uses qualifier keys, are they used consistently throughout

X

the system?
Does the system prevent users from making errors whenever possible?
Does the system warn users if they are about to make a potentially
serious error?

X

X

Does the system intelligently interpret variations in user commands?

X

Do data entry screens and dialog boxes indicate the number of character

X

spaces available in a field?
Do fields in data entry screens and dialog boxes contain default values
when appropriate?

X

7 Recognition rather then recall
For question and answer interfaces, are visual cues and white space
used to distinguish questions,

X

prompts, instructions, and user input?
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Does the data display start in the upper-left comer of the screen?

X

Are multiword field labels placed horizontally (not stacked vertically)?

X

Are all data a user needs on display at each step in a transaction
sequence?
Are prompts, cues, and messages placed where the eye is likely to be
looking on the screen?
Have prompts been formatted using white space, justification, and
visual cues for easy scanning?
Do text areas have "breathing space" around them?

X

X

X

X

Is there an obvious visual distinction made between "choose one" menu

X

and "choose many" menus?
Have spatial relationships between soft function keys (on-screen cues)

X

and keyboard function keys been preserved?
Does the system gray out or delete labels of currently inactive soft

X

function keys?
Is white space used to create symmetry and lead the eye in the
appropriate direction?
Have items been grouped into logical zones, and have headings been
used to distinguish between zones?
Are zones no more than twelve to fourteen characters wide and six to
seven lines high?
Have zones been separated by spaces, lines, color, letters, bold titles,
mles lines, or shaded areas?
Are field labels close to fields, but separated by at least one space?
Are long columnar fields broken up into groups of five, separated by a
blank line?
Are optional data entry fields clearly marked?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

Are symbols used to break long input strings into "chunks"?
Is reverse video or color highlighting used to get the user’s attention?

X

Is reverse video used to indicate that an item has been selected?

X

Are size, boldface, underlining, color, shading, or typography used to
show relative quantity or

X

importance of different screen items?
X

Are borders used to identify meaningful groups?
Has the same color been used to group related elements?

X

Is color coding consistent throughout the system?

X

Is color used in conjunction with some other redundant cue?

X

Is there good color and brightness contrast between image and
background colors?

X

Have light, bright, saturated colors been used to emphasize data and
have darker, duller, and desaturated colors been used to de-emphasize

X

data?
Is the first word of each menu choice the most important?

X

Does the system provide mapping: that is, are the relationships between

X

controls and actions apparent to the user?
Are input data codes distinctive?
Have frequently confused data pairs been eliminated whenever
possible?
Have large strings of numbers or letters been broken into chunks?

X

X

X

Are inactive menu items grayed out or omitted?

X

Are there menu selection defaults?

X

If the system has many menu levels or complex menu levels, do users
have access to an on-line spatial menu map?

X
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Do GUI menus offer affordance: that is, make obvious where selection

X

is possible?
Are there salient visual cues to identify the active window?

X
X

Are function keys arranged in logical groups?
Do data entry screens and dialog boxes indicate when fields are

X

optional?
On data entry screens and dialog boxes, are dependent fields displayed

X

only when necessary?
8. Flexibility and minimalist design
If the system supports both novice and expert users, are multiple levels
of error message detail available?
Does the system allow novices to use a keyword grammar and experts
to use a positional grammar?
Can users define their own synonyms for commands?
Does the system allow novice users to enter the simplest, most common
form of each command, and allow expert users to add parameters?
Do expert users have the option of entering multiple commands in a
single string?
Does the system provide function keys for high-frequency commands?
For data entry screens with many fields or in which source documents
may be incomplete, can users save a partially filled screen?
Does the system automatically enter leading zeros?
If menu lists are short (seven items or fewer), can users select an item
by moving the cursor?
If the system uses a type-ahead strategy, do the menu items have
mnemonic codes?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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If the system uses a pointing device, do users have the option of either

X

clicking on fields or using a keyboard shortcut?
Does the system offer "find next" and "find previous" shortcuts for

X

database searches?
On data entry screens, do users have the option of either clicking

X

directly on a field or using a keyboard shortcut?
On menus, do users have the option of either clicking directly on a

X

menu item or using a keyboard shortcut?
In dialog boxes, do users have the option of either clicking directly on a

X

dialog box option or using a keyboard shortcut?
Can expert users bypass nested dialog boxes with either type-ahead,

X

user-defined macros, or keyboard shortcuts?
9 Astetic and minimalist design
Is only (and all) information essential to decision making displayed on
the screen?
Are all icons in a set visually and conceptually distinct?
Have large objects, bold lines, and simple areas been used to
distinguish icons?
Does each icon stand out from its background?

X

X

X

X

If the system uses a standard GUI interface where menu sequence has
X

already been specified, do
menus adhere to the specification whenever possible?
Are meaningful groups of items separated by white space?

X

Does each data entry screen have a short, simple, clear, distinctive title?

X

Are field labels brief, familiar, and descriptive?

X

Are prompts expressed in the affirmative, and do they use the active
voice?

X
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Is each lower-level menu choice associated with only one higher level

X

menu?
X

Are menu titles brief, yet long enough to communicate?
Are there pop-up or pull-down menus within data entry fields that have

X

many, but well-defined, entry options?
10 Help and documentation
If users are working from hard copy, are the parts of the hard copy that
go on-line marked?

X

Are on-line instructions visually distinct?

X

Do the instructions follow the sequence of user actions?

X

If menu choices are ambiguous, does the system provide additional
explanatory information when an item is selected?

X

Are data entry screens and dialog boxes supported by navigation and

X

completion instructions?
If menu items are ambiguous, does the system provide additional

X

explanatory information when an item is selected?
Are there memory aids for commands, either through on-line quick

X

reference or prompting?
Is the help function visible, for example, a key labeled HELP or a
special menu?

X

Is the help system interface (navigation, presentation, and conversation)
consistent with the navigation, presentation, and conversation interfaces

X

of the application it supports?
Navigation: Is information easy to find?

X

Presentation: Is the visual layout well designed?

X

Conversation: Is the information accurate, complete, and
understandable?

X
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Is the information relevant?

X

Goal-oriented (What can I do with this program?)

X

Descriptive (What is this thing for?)

X

Procedural (How do I do this task?)

X

Interpretive (Why did that happen?)

X

Navigational (Where am I?)

X

Is there context-sensitive help?

X

Can the user change the level of detail available?

X

Can users easily switch between help and their work?

X

Is it easy to access and return from the help system?

X

Can users resume work where they left off after accessing help?

X

11. Skills
Can users choose between iconic and text display of information?
Are window operations easy to learn and use?

X
X

If users are experts, usage is frequent, or the system has a slow response

X

time, are there fewer screens (more information per screen)?
If users are novices, usage is infrequent, or the system has a fast

X

response time, are there more screens (less information per screen)?
Does the system automatically color-code items, with little or no user

X

effort?
If the system supports both novice and expert users, are multiple levels

X

of detail available.
Are users the initiators of actions rather than the responders?

X

Does the system perform data translations for users?

X
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Do field values avoid mixing alpha and numeric characters whenever
possible?

X

If the system has deep (multilevel) menus, do users have the option of

X

typing ahead?
When the user enters a screen or dialog box, is the cursor already

X

positioned in the field users are most likely to need?
Can users move forward and backward within a field?
Is the method for moving the cursor to the next or previous field both
simple and visible?
Has auto-tabbing been avoided except when fields have fixed lengths or
users are experienced?

X

X

X

Do the selected input device(s) match user capabilities?

X

Are cursor keys arranged in either an inverted T (best for experts) or a

X

cross configuration (best for novices)?
Are important keys (for example, E NTER , T A B ) larger than other
keys?
Are there enough function keys to support functionality, but not so

X

many that scanning and finding are difficult?
Are function keys reserved for generic, high-frequency, important

X

functions?
Are function key assignments consistent across screens, subsystems,

X

and related products?
Does the system correctly anticipate and prompt for the user’s probable

X

next activity?
Can users choose between iconic and text display of information?

X

12 Pleasurable and respectful interaction with the user
Is each individual icon a harmonious member of a family of icons?

X
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Has excessive detail in icon design been avoided?

X

Has color been used with discretion?

X

Has the amount of required window housekeeping been kept to a
minimum?
If users are working from hard copy, does the screen layout match the
paper form?
Has color been used specifically to draw attention, communicate
organization, indicate status changes, and establish relationships?

X

X

X

Can users turn off automatic color coding if necessary?
Are typing requirements minimal for question and answer interfaces?

X
X

Do the selected input device(s) match environmental constraints?

X

If the system uses multiple input devices, has hand and eye movement

X

between input devices been minimized?
If the system supports graphical tasks, has an alternative pointing

X

device been provided?

X

Is the numeric keypad located to the right of the alpha key area?
Are the most frequently used function keys in the most accessible

X

positions?
Does the system complete unambiguous partial input on a data entry
field?

X
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Appendix 0.8 Bug Reports
V 1.0

RainBath: Problem Report Form

RainBath

Report#

1

Date

August
2010

Version

PA 1.0

Company

CIT

Reporter

Maksym Bykovskyy

Program

RainBath Sketch-Up
Editor

Configuration

Using Google Sketch-Up free version 7. Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce8700M
GT. OS : Microsoft Vista. Sketch-Up installed at C:\Program
Files\Google\Google Sketch-Up 7

Report type

Severity

1- Coding Error
2- Design Issue
3- Suggestion
4- Documentation
5- Query’

1 - Fatal
2 - Serious
3 - Minor

4

3

Can you reproduce
the problem (Y/N

Y

Problem and how
to reproduce it

Click on “Help” button in the RainBath toolbar.
Go to “CityUp create buildings” chapter.
In Step 1 the path is “Google Sketch-Up\Plug-ins\RainBath\samples” but the path
on the file system is “Google Sketch-Up\Plug-ins\mapeditor\samples”

Project ID

Release

Sketch-Up
Version 7.
RainBath
PA 1.0.

Attachments
(Y/N)

Problem summary

N

Sample folder path in step 1 under
“CityUp create buildings” chapter is
not correct.

Suggested fix
(optional)
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RainBath: Problem Report Form

V 1.0

Company

CIT

Reporter

Maksym
Bykovskyy

Program

RainBath
Sketch-Up
Editor

Configuration

Using Google Sketch-Up free version 7. Graphics card; NVIDIA GeForce8700M
GT. OS ; Microsoft Vista. Sketch-Up installed at C:\Program Files\Google\Google
Sketch-Up 7

Report type

Severity

1- Coding Error
2- Design Issue 3Suggestion4Documentation5Query

1 - Fatal
2 - Serious
3 - Minor

1

2

Can you
reproduce the
problem (Y/N

Y

Problem and how
to reproduce it

Create a city with Building Height Calculator.Create first facade by selecting a
face.Click on “Facade Builder” button in RainBath menu.Click Refresh then
Ok.Create a second facade by selecting adjacent face.Click on “FacadeBuilder”
button in RainBath menu. A dialog will show up asking to select four comers of the
face.Select four comers and press Ok. See attachment-3.1.png.Facade Information
dialog will show up.Press Refresh and Ok.Facade will be collapsed like shown in
attachment-3.2.png.

Project ID

Release

RainBath

Sketch-Up
Version
7.RainBath
PA 1.0.

Report#

2

Date

August 2010

Version

Pa 1.0

Attachments
(Y/N)

Problem summary

Y

Some facades are not generated correctly. See
attachments for more details.

Suggested fix
(optional)
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RainBath: Problem Report Form

V 1.0

Company

CIT

Reporter

Maksym
Bykovskyy

Program

RainBath
Sketch-Up
Editor

Configuration

Using Google Sketch-Up free version 7. Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce8700M
GT. OS : Microsoft Vista. Sketch-Up installed at C:\Program Files\Google\Google
Sketch-Up 7

Report type

Severity

1- Coding Error 2Design Issue 3Suggestion4Documentation5Query

1 - Fatal
2 - Serious
3 - Minor

1

1

Can you
reproduce the
problem (Y/N

Y

Problem and how
to reproduce it

Project ID

Release

RainBath

Sketch-Up
Version
7.RainBath
PA 1.0.

Problem
report#

3

Date

August 2010

Version

PA 1.0

Attachments
(Y/N)

Problem summary

Y

Ogre Exception is thrown when selecting “Play
Scenario”.

Create a basic city with CityUp.Save Scenario.Select “Play Scenario.” A
message box will pop up saying “Can not create settings file”. See
attachment-4.1 .png

Suggested fix
(optional)
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Appendix 0.9: Full Tasks Hardcopy
Page intentionally left blank.
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RainBath Task 1
Sketch-Up Basics
Description

Common movements in a 3D world are.
Zoom in/out
Pan left/right
Rotate left/right
Line, Arc and Deselect tools.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step 1

The Sketch-Up file located at
C:\Program Files\Google\Google Sketch-Up 7\Plugins\samples\Basics.skp
is currently open.
A Sketch-Up model similar to right.

Step 2
Scroll the mouse wheel up and down to zoom in/out of the model.
Step 3
Hold down the middle mouse button, and move the mouse left and right to rotate around the mod
Step 4
Hold down the shift key and the middle mouse button, while moving the mouse left and right to
Step 5

Drawing a line
Select the Line tool r ^ from the left toolbar.
Draw over the straight blue lines similar to the image right.
When you are happy with the line press the 'space' key to deselect the tool.
Do this for each straight blue line.
Rotate the model using the steps above if necessary.

Step 6
Select File and Exit.
Press Yes when prompted to save changes.
There is a folder open on the desktop.
Open the file Shutterlsland.skp by double clicking on it.
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RainBath Task 2
Toolbar

^ -■% C 1
Description

This task will will discuss the task bar.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

^ Untitled - SketchUp
File

Edit

View

Camera

Draw

Tools

Window

Plugins

Help

* « ♦ '"i Cl
Step 1

Familiarize yourself with the locations of these buttons,
there is no need to click on them.

H

Save Scenario

0-

Play Scenario

View all entities

Add a new an Entity.

Add a PathBuilder.

Add a Model.

Add Water.

Add a Light

Add a Camera

Add a Path

C

City-Up: Facade builder.

RainBath help.
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RainBath Task 3
Create Building Facade
Description

This task demonstrates how to use the CityUp create building facade tool.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step 1
Click on an orange face.

Select the 'CityUp Facade Builder" button

on the top toolbar.

A dialog box will appear requesting information.
Click the 'preview' button to see the facade changes.

c

^ ' * Enter CityUp F(SL4<Sc Infotrruition

-

1

taler City 1 p Facade lafomaiioB
Floors

[2

Fk>oT Style

{bfiCk.wMe

N\'mdow $

|2

Window s Sr.le

j boc k_wtme

Window on groind floor

[J

d

d

W mdow pound floor $t>l< (bnck_\».htl«

Step 2
Enter the following information
Floors
The number of floors on the facade.
Enter 2.
Floor Style
The style of each floor.
Select any style you like.
Windows
The number of windows on each floor.
Enter 4
Window Style
The style of the windows on each floor.
Select any style you like.
Windows on ground floor
The number of windows on the ground floor.
Enter 2.
Window ground floor style
The style of the door on the ground floor.
Select any style you like.
Window padding %
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The % padding around each window.
Enter 10.
Door Width
The width of the door on the bottom floor.
Enter 2
Door Style
The style of the door.
Select any style you like.
Door Position
The position of the door.
Select left.
Bottom Left Corner
The orientation of the facade, each comer has a label.
Select the number that represents the bottom left comer of the facade.
Fascia Style
The style of the fascias.
Select any style you like.
Extrude
Do you want each door, window and fascia to have extra detail.
Select no.
Step 3
Press the 'Preview' button to see the changes.
You can make more changes to the facade again if necessary and 'Refresh' to see them.
When you are happy with the facade press 'OK'.
Repeats Steps 1 to 3 using all the orange building facades.
Step 4
Select File and Save.
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RainBath Task 4
Save Scenario

Description

How to save a Scenario file

Difficulty

Easy

Time

1 Minute

Step 1

Click on the "Save Scenario" button
A web dialog similar to below will appear.

on the top toolbar.

^ Kdintidth S«v«

P

HunBath Smvp
Scensno fame

[ShuRvtltiand

D»tr

I^ShMIO

Detinf'tton

(Roodmg

Autffor
Sceixjtfio

[ShuAtf Itlanct

Sky

1 Sky^eflyMofronq jjJ

Oki

C«nc*l ;

Step 2
Enter the following details into the web dialog window.
Scenario name
The name of the Scenario.
Enter "Shutterlsland"
Date
leave as is.
Description
A general description of the scenario.
Enter "flooding"
Author
The author who created the Scenario.
Enter your name
Scenario location
Enter "Shutter Island"
Sky
Select any sky you like.
Press ’OK’ button to save the Scenario.
Step 3
Select File and Save.
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RainBath Task 5
Play Scenario

Description

How to play a Scenario.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step
The controls for navigation around the scenario are below.
They are also printed on your desk.

Esc key

Exit

Left arrow

Turn player left

E key

Water rise

F key

Water lower

Up arrow

Move player forward

Down arrow

Move player backward

Mouse

Control direction

Rigt

Step 2

Click on the "Play Scenario" button

G

on the top toolbar.

A window will open similar to the one below.
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RainBath Task 6
Water
_
.
Ucscription

This task demonstrates how to add flooding to your scenario.
There are many different types of water to choose from e.g. "flooding", "sea", "still" etc.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step 1

Press the water

- ^

button on the top toolbar.

A dialog window will be displayed similar to below.
M f- ti* □ o ♦

#

^ Rtfinilath {nt«t water informal

RauiBarh Fntei Hatei uifonnation
Initialftare

|on

Hairie

IfnyWfttef

FoDuw
Tvpe

' FloodinqMud hd» »I

Quahty

|OmCE_3 J

cn^

Cenc«< I

Step 2
Enter the following information.
Initial state
This sets if the water is visible or hidden when it is first placed in the scenario.
Set to 'on'.
Name
This is the name of the water what will appear through RainBath. Type in 'myWater'
Follow
Set the Follow to 'none'
Water
Select the 'FloodingMud.hdx' water.
Quality
Select Office_3
Press the 'OK' button.
Step 3

Q

Press the EntityClipboard button I....../on the top toolbar.
This will display a window similar to below.
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,

WAij a

J

AM

HB>» {

Click on the Edit button next to the water that was created.
This will display the water properties and can be changed.
Press 'Cancel' as we do not want to change the water.
Step 4

Press the Play Scenario button
The 'E' key to raises the water.
The 'F' key to lowers the water.
Note

on the top toolbar to see the water in the scene.

Depending on your graphics card some of the water features like reflection may not be supported.
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RainBath Task 7
Model
Description

Add a model entity to the scenario. This can be made to interact with other entities. The model ca
You can also include existing Sketch-Up files as models.

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step 1

Press the 'Add Model' button

.

on the top toolbar.

A dialog window will be displayed similar to below.

M

V. □ o ♦ Ifc

T- # «i(

^ RainDdth tntei model information

/

r
RunBath Fnt»r modvl uifoimation
rirrcn^n (0-360) r

■

Initul staw

ra

F

Nonur

|myA/nt>olonce

4

Scale

•x

Flit

1 ambulanc®! n>«sh jJ

Coorlinatts

[model 3

Moterui

Idetau*

Cost shadows

ra

0(c|

.......

Concet 1

Step 2
Enter the following information.
Direction (0-360)
This is the direction the model is facing.
Initial state
This sets if the model is visible or hidden when it is first placed in the scenario.
Set to 'On,.
Name
This is the name of the model what will appear through RainBath.
Enter 'myAmbulance'.
Scale
This is the scale of model. 1.0 = original scale. 2.0= double the scale.
Enter '0.5'.
File
Select 'ambulance 1.mesh'
Coordinates
Set this to "Model"
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Material
This the material file, it is an advanced task and will be explained later. For now just leave it to d(
Cast shadows
States if the model should cast shadows or not.
Set this to 'On'
Press the 'OK' button.
Step 3
Press the EntityClipboard button

□

on the top toolbar.

Click on the Edit button next to the model that was created.
This will display the model properties and can be changed.
Press 'Cancel' as we do not want to change the model.
Step 4
Select File and Save.
Step 5

Press the Play Scenario button

on the top toolbar to see the model in the scene.
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RainBath Task 8
Add PathBuilder
Description

This task demonstrates how to create a path that vehicles (entity model) can drive along.
Pre-Task
It is necessary to Add a new Model Entity with the name "myAmbulance" and file "ambulancel.mes
Do this task if it is not already done. Model task

Difficulty

Moderate

Time

5 Minutes

Step 1

/

1
Using the draw line
tool
draw a line around the buildings, see screenshot below.
You may need to move the camera looking down at the buildings.
Make sure the lines don't form a loop.
If they do just delete one of the lines.

Step 2

Select the first line and press the "PathBuilder"
A dialog window will be displayed similar to below

button on the top toolbar.
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H

W□ o ♦

* /■' # »»

^ Create IrainPelh

/

r
C'reate TrainPath
Name

[rrtyPalh

Intnalstatr

Ion

F

Speed

fol

A

Target

(myAmbulance **1

Daeclion (0-360)
Type

(repeat '♦•j

Ok|

Canoel |

0
Step 3
Enter the following information.
Name

This is the name of the PathBuilder what will appear through RainBath. Enter 'myPath'.
Initial state
This sets if the Train is moving along the path when the scenario starts.
Set to 'On'.
Speed
The speed of the Model.
You may need to tweak this is get a speed that is appropriate to the path.
Set this to 'O.T.
Target

This is the name of the Model that moves along the path.
Select "myAmbulance"
Direction (0-360)
This is the initial direction that the Model is facing before it starts to move along the path.
Change this value if the ambulance is facing the wrong direction in the viewer.
Type
Repeat means the Model will travel along the path in a continuous loop.
Select 'repeat'.
Press the 'OK' button.
Step 4
Press the EntityClipboard button

□

on the top toolbar.

Click on the Edit button next to the 'train_myPath' train that was created.
This will display the train properties and can be changed.
Press 'Cancel' as we do not want to change the train.
Step 5
Select File and Save.
Step 6

Press the Play Scenario button

C*

on the top toolbar and see the ambulance driving around the
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RainBath Task 9
Add Light

Description

Add a light entity to the scenario. A light is used to light up the scene or to add atmosphere to the

Difficulty

Easy

Time

2 Minutes

Step 1

Press the 'Add Light' button

on the top toolbar.

A dialog window will be displayed similar to below.
^ KdinU«th. tnttr light informdlMn

/

c

4t +
RamBath Entvi bght itifoimahon

Briglittiess (0-255)

[sO

IiMUabtate

[ofT^

Name

frrrvLight

Color red (0-255)

|lob

Color green (0-255) |l00
Color blue (0-255)

[toal

Wi

Cane*!

Step 2

Enter the following information.
Brightness (0-255)

The brightness of the light. A higher brightness means it affects more objects.
Enter 50.
Initial state

This sets if the light is visible or hidden when it is first placed in the scenario.
Set this to 'on'.
Name

This is the name of the light what will appear through RainBath.
Enter 'myLighf
Color: red (0-255)

The amount of red component to have in the light.
Enter 100.
Color: green (0-255)

The amount of green component to have in the light.
Enter 100.
Color: blue (0-255)

The amount of blue component to have in the light.
Enter 100.
Press the 'OK' button.
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Step 3
Press the EntityClipboard button

□

on the top toolbar.

Click on the Edit button next to the light that was created.
This will display the light properties and can be changed.
Press 'Cancel' as we do not want to change the light.
Step 4
Select File and Save.
Step 5

Press the Play Scenario button

r»

on the top toolbar and see the ambulance driving around
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RainBath Task 10
Add Camera
Description

This task demonstrates how to add a camera narrator to the scene.
We will add a Camera doing a tracking shot.
Pre-Task
It is necessary to have a PathBuilder entity already created.
Do this task if it is not already done. PathBuilder task

Difficulty

Medium

Time

5 Minutes

Step 1

Press the 'Add Camera' button

on the RainBath toolbar.

A dialog window will appear similar to below.
H

□ a ♦ ifc

♦C #

'

^ KainButh myCiimera infoinMtton

Step 2
Enter the following information.
Name
This is the name of the camera what will appear through RainBath.
Enter 'myCamera'.
Initial state
This sets if the light is active or not when it is first placed in the scenario.
Set this to "On".
Look at
This is the object that the camera will look at.
Select the 'train_myPath'.
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Move with
This is the object that the camera will move with.
Select "Player"
When finished
Select "Continue".
Duration in seconds
Enter -1.
This means the camera will track forever.
Lookat at offset
In certain scenarios it may be necessary to look at an object using an offset, e.g. look at an ambulance but at it's roof.
Y
Set to 10.
Move with offset
Leave all these values as 'O'.
Press the 'OK' button.
Step 3
Press the EntityClipboard button

□

on the top toolbar.

Click on the Edit button next to the camera that was created.
This will display the camera properties and can be changed.
Press 'Cancel' as we do not want to change the camera.
Step 4
Select File and Save.
Step 5

Press the Play Scenario button

G

on the RainBath toolbar to see the camera shot in the scene
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Appendix 0.10: Outline of testing room
TOT Training Session IT 1.08 layout

=helper

Q] =computer/user
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